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Definitions
AA – Active Authentication: This is a digital security feature designed to prevent cloning. Like BAC and EAC, it is a
recommended security feature for travel documents such as
ePassports, with AA having the lowest level of security and
EAC the highest level.

Contactless card: A card that can be read from a distance,
rather than having to be inserted into, or swiped through,
a card reader. The card adheres to ISO 14443.
Dual interface card: A card that combines both contact and
contactless interfaces on a single card.

API – Application Program Interface: This is a source code
interface that a computer application, operating system or
library provides to support requests for services to be made
of it by a computer program.

EAC – Extended Access Control: This uses a complex
interchange between public and private key pairs in the
microprocessor and reader. It creates a highly secure session
key that enables the personal and biometric data stored in
a document to be shared only after mutual authentication
takes place. Like BAC and AA, it is a recommended security feature for travel documents such as ePassports, with
AA having the lowest level of security and EAC the highest
level.

Authentication: The process whereby an individual, a card
or a terminal is checked to ensure that he/she or it is a valid
person or device.
BAC – Basic Access Control: This uses challenge/response
mechanisms based on triple DES recommendations. It has
the advantage of preventing skimming and eavesdropping
via a secure communication between travel document and
reader. Like AA and EAC, it is a recommended security feature for travel documents such as ePassports, with AA having the lowest level of security, BAC the medium level and
EAC the highest level.

EAL – Evaluation Assurance Level: This is used in
Common Criteria certification and is ranked from 1 – 7,
with 7 being the highest level of security. Chips for smart
cards and travel documents are usually tested at EAL5 and
EAL5+.
eBusiness: A means by which companies can sell and interact with their clients without being physically present.

Baud: The number of signaling elements that occur each second. The baud indicates the number of bits per second that
are transmitted.

eCard: A card containing a contact-based, contactless or
dual interface chip. This card could be used to access eGovernment or eBusiness services.

Biometric: Measurable, distinct physical characteristics or
personal traits that can be used to recognize the identity or
verify the claimed identity of an enrolled person.

ECC – EU Citizen Card: A citizen card that is being developed for use throughout the European Union (EU).

BSI – Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik:
Also known as the Federal Office for Information Security,
the BSI is the central IT security service provider for the
German government.

eCitizenship: A means by which citizens can access their
entitlements – such as voting and communicating with
authorities – via the digital world.

CA – Certification Authority: An entity which issues digital certificates for use by other parties. This is an example of
a trusted third party.

eGovernment: A means by which local and national govern
ments provide services and communicate with their citizens.
EEA – European Economic Area: The European Economic
Area (EEA) came into existence on January 1, 1994 following an agreement between the European Free Trade
Association (EFTA) and the European Union (EU). It was
designed to allow EFTA countries to participate in the
European single market without having to join the EU.
Current members of the EEA are three of the four EFTA
states(Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway) and 27 EU member states along with the European Community.

CC – Common Criteria: This is an international standard
conforming to ISO/IEC 15408 for IT security.
CEN: Comité Européen de Normalisation (European
Committee for Standardization).
Conformity: The process by which a smart card or an eID
document can be tested to ensure it meets recognized standards.
Contact-based card: A card that operates through physical
contact with the card reader. This is achieved through electrical contacts on the surface of the card. The card adheres
to ISO 7816.

EEPROM – Electrically Erasable Programmable Read
Only Memory: A non-volatile chip used to store volatile
configuration data.



EER – Equal Error Rate: At some point, the score of a biometric’s False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and False Rejection
Rate (FRR) will intersect. At this point, the FAR and the
FRR will be identical, and this is known as the Equal Error
Rate. The EER gives a threshold independent performance
measure. And the lower the EER, the better the system’s
performance

ID1 format: This format, which conforms to ISO 7810, is the
most common form factor for cards worldwide and is often
referred to as ‘credit card-sized’ (53.98mm x 85.60mm).

eID – electronic ID: An ID token that uses chip technology,
such as a card or a passport.

ID3 format: This is the form factor applied to ePassport
booklets. The standard size of these documents is 125mm x
88 mm and they include three levels of authentication:

ID2 format: This format is used for visas. It is also used
for national ID cards in France and Germany. For the time
being no chip technology is used in the ID2 format.

ePassport – electronic passport: A travel document with a
contactless chip and an antenna embedded in it.

nL
 evel one authentication includes features recognizable by
human senses – such as touch or sight – without the need
for any specialist tools to read them.

FAR – False Acceptance Rate: False acceptance refers to the
acceptance of an imposter into a system being protected by
a biometric device. The False Acceptance Rate (FAR) refers
to the probability – expressed as a percentage – of a device
failing to reject an imposter.

nL
 evel two authentication includes aspects such as microprinting, which are recognizable with the aid of simple
tools.

FRR – False Rejection Rate: A false rejection is the rejection of a legitimate user from the system being protected by
a biometric device. The False Rejection Rate (FRR) refers to
the probability – expressed as a percentage – of a device failing to accept a legitimate user.

nL
 evel three authentication is the highest level and includes
the chip inlay, which consists of the chip, the chip module
and the antenna. This can be integrated in the cover, holder
or middle page. ePassports use contactless technology
solely. Secure communication between the ePassport and
the reader system is achieved via a series of processes such
as Active Authentication (AA), Basic Access Control
(BAC) and Extended Access Control (EAC).

Form factor: The physical size and shape of a device. Smart
card technology has traditionally been applied to credit
card-sized cards known as ID1 format. However, it is now
being implemented in other form factors such as booklets
(ePassports – or ID3 formats), watches and wristbands.

IEC – International Electrotechnical Commission: The
international standards and conformity assessment body for
all fields of electrotechnology.

Frequent Traveler Program: Also known as a Registered
Traveler Program (RTP), this provides expedited security
screening for passengers who volunteer to go through a
security threat assessment in order to confirm they do not
pose, or are not suspected of posing, a threat to transport or
national security. Such schemes often use biometric technology to aid throughput.

Identification: The comparison of an individual against a
complete database of biometric templates rather than to just
one other template. This process is also known as 1:n matching.
Image: The way in which a biometric may be stored in a
card or on a system.

HPC – Healthcare Professional Card: A smart card given
to medical practitioners to verify themselves before accessing patient data.

Interoperability: The way cards and devices issued by different manufacturers can connect so data can be captured
in a uniform fashion and homogenized methods of security
can be achieved.

IAS – Identification, Authentication and Signature: The
function for which eCards are frequently used in the eGovernment and eBusiness worlds.

ISO – International Organization for Standardization:
An international standards-setting body composed of representatives from various national standards bodies.

ICAO – International Civil Aviation Organization: The
international organization driven by the United Nations
(UN), representing at least 189 nations, and promoting
understanding and security through cooperative regulation. It is behind Doc 9303 – a series of specifications for
machine-readable passports and ePassports.

JPEG – Joint Photographic Experts Group: A commonly
used method of compressing the size of photographic images.
JPEG 2000: An image coding system that uses state-of-the
art compression techniques based on wavelet technology.



KB – Kilobyte

Schengen: A town in Luxembourg where the EU Schengen
Agreement was initially signed by Belgium, France,
Germany, Luxembourg and the Netherlands in 1985. A total
of 30 states, including most EU nations, as well as Iceland,
Norway and Switzerland, have now signed the agreement
and 15 have so far implemented it. This agreement allows the
abolition of systematic border controls between participating
countries. It also includes provisions for common policy on
the temporary entry of individuals (including the Schengen
Visa), the harmonization of external border controls and
cross-border police cooperation.

Kbps – Kilobytes per second
Middleware: Computer software that connects software
components or applications.
MRP – Machine Readable Passport: Key components of
the MRP are the holder’s identification details, including
a photograph or digital image and a two-line MachineReadable Zone (MRZ).

SSL – Secure Socket Layer: A cryptographic protocol that
provides secure communications over the Internet for data
transfers.

MRTD – Machine Readable Travel Document: A travel
document, which contains a Machine Readable Zone (MRZ).
Online authentication: The method of authenticating an

System integrator: An individual or company that combines
various components and programs into a system and customizes
them for individual customer needs.

individual over the Internet. This could involve authenticating
a card to a reader or a reader to a host.
OS – Operating System: The software that manages the

Template: A method of storing an individual’s biometric details.

sharing of the resources on a computer.

Thresholding: Scores – also known as weights – are used
to express the similarity between a pattern and a biometric
template. The higher the score, the higher is the similarity
between them. Access to the system is granted only if the
score is higher than a certain threshold.

PA – Passive Authentication: The cryptographic mechanism applied to this process is the digital signature. This
provides proof that the Logical Data Structure (LDS)
and the Document Certificate are authenticated and not
modified, but does not prevent 1:1 copying or chip exchange.

TLS – Transport Layer Security: Like SSL, TLS is a cryptographic protocol that provides secure communications
over the Internet for data transfers.

PDC – Patient Data Card: A smart card given to recipients
of healthcare benefits. This may store details of the patient’s
medical history and provide information on any medications and allergies.

Triple DES: A method of increasing the security of DES by
encrypting three times with different keys.

Personal authentication: The process by which an individual
USB – Universal Serial Bus: A serial bus standard to interface devices. It allows peripherals to be connected using a
single standardized interface socket.

is checked to ensure that he or she is who they claim to be.
This could take the form of a PIN, password or biometrics.
Personal identification: The process by which an individual

VWP – Visa Waiver Program: This enables nationals of
27 countries to travel to the US for tourism or business for
stays of 90 days or less without obtaining a visa.

is checked against a group of people to find out who they are.
PKI – Public Key Infrastructure: A method for authenticating a message sender or encrypting a message.

Verification: The comparison of an individual against
stored information – such as a biometric template – of the
single enrolee whose identity is being claimed in order to
determine whether he or she is who they claim to be.

Plain image: A way of storing an individual’s biometric.
RTP – Registered Traveler Program: Also known as a
Frequent Traveler Program, this provides expedited security

WSQ – Wavelet Scalar Quantization: The WSQ gray-scale
fingerprint image compression algorithm is the standard
for the exchange of fingerprint images within the criminal
justice community.

screening for passengers who volunteer to go through a security
threat assessment in order to confirm they do not pose, or
are not suspected of posing, a threat to transport or national
security. Such schemes often use biometric technology
to aid throughput.
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Part 1 – Overview & market
Market dynamics
Dynamics

Cha n g e a n d c i t i z e n
e mpow e r m e n t

n	How can we deliver
services to our voters
(and tax payers) that

We’re living in a world of change. And the pace of change is increasing

represent value for money?

rapidly, with technology and the always-on economy revolutionizing

n	How can we provide secure,

the way we do everything – from paying for products to sharing ideas

convenient, fast and cost-

and interacting with governments. Individuals are conscious of their
rights and entitlements – and want to be treated as citizens rather than
subjects. Governments and businesses need to engage with stakeholders
like never before, costs need to be cut and rights and responsibilities

efficient border crossings?
However, because the question

need to be upheld.

of identity is so wrapped up with

In a globalized world, these

notions of privacy and security,
in 2003 and the UK in 2005 so

technologies and strategies

rights and responsibilities do

starkly demonstrated.

have to be implemented – and

not stop at a country’s borders.

communicated – to stakeholders

Governments need to implement

A question of identity

to ensure that they continue to

systems and processes that give

At the heart of these challenges

back government projects.

their economies the flexibility

lies the question of identity.

to enjoy the financial benefits of

And, although approaches to

The need for change

migrant labor while continuing

identity management vary from

There are two distinct strands

to deny entry to individuals

country to country, most nations

driving the need for greater

considered a threat to the stability

are getting to grips with the

identity management: the need

of a nation. Furthermore, govern

fundamental issues such as:

to improve security and the

ments need to fulfil their obliga-

desire to make eCitizenship

tions to provide support to the

n	How do we ensure that a

growing numbers of individuals

specific individual is a

fleeing war and other abuse as a

national of our country?

a reality.
The 2004 report from the 9/11

result of global instability, while

n	How do we secure our borders?

Commission

ensuring that those claiming

n	How do we ensure that a

recommendations about security

asylum are genuinely in need of

specific alien is allowed

that have had a major impact on

assistance.

to live in our country only

how many developed economies

for a set period of time?

manage identity. The report

n	How do we provide our

highlighted how the hijackers

But the challenges ahead are not
for the faint hearted. Govern
ments are operating in an environment where terrorism – or

citizens with entitlements?
n	How can we deliver
joined-up government?

the threat of terrorism – is a very

n	How do we make it easy and

real concern, as the terrorist

cost effective for our citizens

attacks in the US in 2001, Spain

to engage with us?



made

several

were able to enter the US, move
around the country, open bank
accounts, obtain driver licenses
and board airplanes – all of which
involved an identity element.
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cohesion and combat the growth

reducing administrative barriers

Security, immigration and
border control

in the business world is also

The

the

At another, it is central to combat

being reflected in the government

individuals involved in 9/11

ing cross-border crimes such as

domain. Citizens want to interact

were able to enter and move

terrorism, the narcotics trade and

with their government at a time

about the US raises fundamental

people trafficking. The 9/11 panel

of their choosing – and want the

questions about border control

believes that 15 of the 19 hijackers

convenience of dealing with gov-

in every country. Because of the

were vulnerable to interception

ernment authorities from their

nature of illegal immigration,

by border authorities, and analysis

home or office. Citizens want to

getting figures on how many

of travel documents and more

interact with their government

unauthorized migrants currently

effective use of database informa

at a time of their choosing – and

live in a country is virtually

tion could have uncovered some

want the convenience of deal-

impossible. In the US, depending

of the hijackers before the event.

ing with government authorities

on the source, estimated numbers

from their home or office. And

of unauthorized migrants range

Against this backdrop, there

smart card technology backed

widely from around 7 million

have been moves in the years

up with biometric, PIN or dig-

to 20 million or more. And in the

following 9/11 to improve security

ital signature technologies has a

UK, the figure is placed at some-

and increase the integrity of travel

role to play.

where around half a million.

documents as well as implemen

Unauthorized migrants include

ting consolidated frequent traveler

In a world characterized by

people who have entered a

programs. Information systems

public scrutiny, governments

country using forged or stolen

to authenticate travel documents

must deliver services efficiently

documents as well as those who

and detect terrorist indicators

and cost effectively – regardless

have outstayed a visa. So an identity

are being introduced in locations

of

is

management policy backed up by

such as consulates, immigration

designed to improve healthcare,

the latest proven technology are

offices and border inspection

provide social security benefits

key components in weeding out

lines, and during 2007, biometric-

or interact with government

individuals who have used evasive

based ePassports are being rolled

departments.

Fur thermore,

methods to enter a country, such as

out in more than 35 countries.

cooperation at a regional level –

counterfeit and altered passports

such as for the EU driver license

and visas, as well as flagging up

Greater convenience

– is encouraging governments

those who have overstayed.

With greater security checks

Meanwhile, the push towards

whether

the

service

ease

with

which

to deploy solutions that their

of the black and the grey economies.

now being required at all border

citizens can easily use regardless

At one level, getting to grips

crossings throughout the world,

of whether they are in their

with unauthorized migration is

governments are being pushed

own country or traveling in

vital if a government is to stamp

to deliver solutions that will

neighbouring territories.

clamp down on illegal working

improve throughput and aid

practices, promote community

passenger convenience. After all,
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border officials are only looking

Governments must avoid the

subjects in recent years, identity

for a tiny percentage of people,

problem of ‘Garbage In, Garbage

management is also needed in

and it is important that if the

Out’ (GIGO) when they collect

many other areas than simply

wheels of a country’s democracy

identity data. Instead they should

combating crime. As a first step,

and economy are to continue

focus on integrating information

population registration must take

turning, travelers should not

collected via front-line border

place so that citizens can take the

be unduly burdened at border

agencies with that used by the rest

second step of accessing govern-

control points – otherwise they

of the anti-terrorism community.

ment services any time and any

may choose not to travel at all.

This means developing strategies

where. Governments have to be

This means ensuring that systems

that can combine information

closer to their voters – and with

are deployed that enable travelers to

about an individual when he or

the pervasiveness of Internet-

pass through border control as fast

she applies for a passport or visa

based technologies, the creation

and with as little inconvenience

with information collected when

of a virtual town hall that enables

as possible. For example, a biometric

an airline ticket is booked or

citizens to interact with their local

solution can be used that recognizes

immigration status is changed. And

and national governments via

an individual’s iris or face as they

the same system should be able

digital channels is vital. Further

approach the border control point.

to cope with any attempts by an

more, tax payer demands for

Automated border crossings can

individual to acquire additional

governments to be cost-efficient,

further improve speed and, because

proofs of identity such as a driver

combined with a global push

there is little need for human

license, which can be used to gain

towards cutting waste, are helping

interaction, they can help to cut the

entry to private facilities or to

to drive digital democracy.

cost of policing borders without

open a bank account. But the

Whether the digital process is

compromising security.

GIGO question is not just limited

for a local council referendum on

to combating terrorism. In the case

environmental issues, to file a tax

Avoiding GIGO

of population registration, govern

return with the relevant authorities

In the immediate aftermath of 9/11,

ments are often interested in

or to access healthcare or other

there was a clamour for identity

questions such as ‘who is a citizen

social security entitlements online,

technologies which was not always

of my country’ and ‘who is

each carries a certain level of

accompanied by sufficiently

allowed to vote?’ Yet many

security and identity risk. To

rigorous consideration of the

countries ramp up population

minimize such risk, strong, usa-

logistics of applying them.

registration and introduce ID

ble and interoperable methods

Developing ID documents and

cards for eVoting at the same

of authentication and privacy

schemes and collecting identity

time. Once again, information

protection are required – and eID

information are the relatively easy

management is key.

provides the key. As a result, a

parts of the ID process. Managing

technology revolution is now

that information is where the

Birth of the eCitizen

underway, with digital identity,

challenges begin. And that’s what

While counter-terrorism and

biometrics – particularly face

governments are focusing on today.

border control have been headline

and fingerprint recognition – and
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PKI being rolled out for a host of

that you’ve saved tax payers’ money

accessible as possible. For example,

applications in regions as diverse

or combated a threat to border

how much assistance will some-

as South East Asia, Europe, the

security. Get it wrong and national

body need to use the device and is

Middle East and the US.

security could be threatened,

it in a position where those with

personal data could be compromized

limited mobility can use it?

eCitizen programs cover virtually

or the wheels of government could

every aspect of interaction with

fail to turn smoothly. Success has

Governments must also address

governments. eVoting cards can be

to be achieved against a backdrop

political concerns about storage

used in elections to avoid electoral

that recognizes – and works with –

of personal data and biometrics.

fraud and manipulation, eDriver

a range of social, political and

Should it be stored in a central

licenses and national eID cards can

ethical issues.

data bank, as is the case with some

help combat fraud in frequently

biometric visas.

used identity documents, and

Biometrics

costs can be cut by implementing

Using biometrics involves adopting

Questions about accessing data

eHealth cards, eSocial security

technology and devices that citizens

must also be considered. Who

cards and eCitizen cards. Taking

can comfortably and easily work

should have access to the data?

these concepts a step further, a

with.While fingerprint recognition

And what will they be permitted to

variety of programs (such as national

might be suitable for some stake

do with it? For example, holders

ID and healthcare) can be loaded on

holders, others may have concerns

of eID cards should be able to

to one multi-application smart card,

about coming into contact with

use the card to verify themselves

enabling multiple government

devices that another individual has

online to chat on web sites, shop

departments to save money by

just touched. In such circumstances,

on the Internet and communicate

building on infrastructure already

it can be more socially acceptable

with government departments

being rolled out.

to offer face or iris recognition as

and agencies. However, the card

a means of enrolment in a system.

should only let data enter the

One of the main functions of

Likewise, plans have to be in place

Internet if it is absolutely necessary

eCitizen programs is to implement

to ensure that a solution is versatile

for the transaction. In other words,

Identification, Authentication

enough to cope with those citizens

an online bookshop or toy store

and Signature (IAS) functionality.

who have lost a finger or an eye and

will only need to take the card

However, this needs definitions

are unable, for example, to provide a

holder’s address so that a purchase

and specifications to be integrated

left index fingerprint or an irisprint.

can be delivered. Other online

into a legal framework.

stores selling age-restricted
Because the technology can

material such as films might also

Social, political and
ethical issues

be used by the most vulnerable

require the customer’s age. And

members of society – particularly

because all the information is stored

eCitizenship and eIdentity provide

if it is applied to healthcare and

in the card, users are empowered

many challenges and opportunities.

social benefits – governments need

to securely access such services.

Get it right and nobody will notice

to consider how to make devices as

10
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Regional demands

simplify domestic administrative

Europe. For this to be achieved,

Because we live in an inter

processes as well as facilitate

definitions and specifications have

connected world characterized

travel between GCC countries.

to be harmonized at the very least.

by supranational bodies, identity

Standards have to ensure that a

management often has to be

And in North America, border

document chip and a reader can

delivered in an environment where

control progra ms a re be ing

communicate regardless of where

regional demands are met. In

implemented to improve border

the citizen is. In turn, such standards

Europe, for example, digital

security while facilitating easy

will reduce costs both for citizens

EU tachographs, which are being

access to members of communities

and governments, because pro-

introduced across the continent

that make frequent border crossings

cesses will become more straight-

under regulation 2135/1998, will

for work and shopping.

forward, so cutting the amount

help boost road safety, while

of administration needed. And,

Harmonization and
standardization

with the growth of standards,

As the growth of global and

products to its customers: a

Meanwhile, the EU Citizen Card

supranational plans highlights,

win-win situation for everyone.

(ECC) will harmonize data and

commitment from government

security architecture throughout

officials to achieving harmonized

The

EU countries while making the

and standardized systems is

is currently sponsoring inter

virtual town hall a reality.

paramount. This is essential if an

operability programs. At present

This should be implemented in

eID document is to be used for

its main focus is on developing:

accordance with CEN standards

domestic applications such as

n	The security architecture

during 2008.

accessing eGovernment services;

for storing fingerprint images

international applications such as

on ePassports;

ensuring professional drivers’
wellbeing is also maintained.

the industry can offer cheaper

European

Commission

And while work takes place on

use as an ePassport; and supra-

engaging with citizens via the ECC

national Applications such as

eID and eGovernment

and digital tachographs, efforts

National eID in the EU.

solutions;

to create EU travel documents

n	Interoperable cross-border

n	Cross-border eHealth systems.

that harmonize everything from

For example, a German business

timelines to security levels are

woman should be able to use her

Interoperability tests are the next

also taking place.

eID card to access eGovernment

logical step for these documents,

applications while she is on a

so standards can be stabilized and

In the Middle East, certain Golf

business trip, regardless of where

the security industry can supply

Cooperation Council (GCC)

she is working. Likewise, she should

products that meet them.

members are working to roll out

also be able to use her eHealth card

ID cards that can modernize and

while vacationing in southern

11
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A sma r t way
t o d e al w i t h
gov e r n m e n t
appl i c a t i o n s

Furthermore, geographical and
environmental

constraints

must be addressed. Can people
enroll for a document locally at
a decentralized location such as
a town hall or over the Internet?
Or do they need to visit a central

Many types of identity document fall into the general category of

location for enrolment and to

eCitizen card, including healthcare cards, driver licenses, ePassports,

collect their document? Is the

residence permits and national ID. However, each type of document

document robust enough to

has its own unique profile that includes its anticipated lifespan, legal

cope with a wide range of

and technical requirements, additional security technologies used, as
well as geographical and environmental constraints that may challenge
its rollout and use.

environmental and climatic
conditions? For example, two
years after being issued, will
it still work outside at a dusty,

The durability of the document –

For example, will it be like

unattended border control post

and its components – is a major

Japan’s eID, which has a lifespan

and when it is passed in front

consideration when planning

of five years, or will it be

of a scanner by an immigration

rollout. What types of circum-

expected to last for 10 years like

official in a high-tech airport?

stances will the document be

an ePassport?

How will the chip-based ID

used in? Is the citizen expected

document stand up to the

to have his or her ID card, driver

Legal and technical requirements

vast changes in temperature

license or ePassport in their back

such as where personal data is stored,

that international travel may

pocket so that they can show it

what type of chip technology is

involve?

to relevant authorities whenever

used, whether biometrics are used

necessary? Will the document

and stored, and how multiple

National eIDs

be used only occasionally? How

applications are accessed may also

The

frequently will authorities issue a

need to be taken into account.

implementing – or planning to

new document? What type of

number

of

countries

implement – a national eID card

interface is planned? Is contactless

Cultural and historical contexts

is growing all the time. In some

technology being used to speed

must also be considered. For

countries, the motivation is

throughput and will there be a dual

example, in countries such as

simply to provide a convenient

interface? Will the document be

the UK, Australia and the US,

way for citizens to access domestic

used for a single application –

where there is no tradition of

government and business appli

such as accessing healthcare

a national ID system, govern-

cations. In others, the motivation

benefits – or will it have mul-

ments may hesitate to introduce

is slightly broader, with an aim

tiple functions? How frequently

one – unless it can be proven to

of including functionality that

will the document be replaced?

provide benefits for citizens.

can be used at a country’s borders.
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Type of biometric and method of storage

Minimum memory size required

FACE
Image of face

20KB

JPEG image of face

16KB

JPEG 2000 image of face

12KB

Template of face

1.2KB

FINGERPRINT
Image of fingerprint

8KB

Template of fingerprint

0.3-0.7KB

IRIS
Image of iris

30KB

Template of iris

0.5KB

Fig. 1: Government requirements for national eID cards

Most current national ID projects

requires 1.2KB. Schemes using

eGovernment and eBusiness

include certain common data

iris technology require 30KB

applications within a nation’s

elements such as personal and

for the iris image compared

borders. Although work on the

document data, biometric data

to 0.5KB for an iris template.

standards for these documents is

and crypto keys/certificates.

Fingerprint images require min.

still in progress, they are expect-

8KB of memory compared to

ed to be finalized in 2008, when

Personal data commonly stored

0.3-0.7KB memory for each single

CEN TC 224 (see part 5 for

on a national ID card includes

fingerprint template (see Fig. 1).

information on CEN standards)

the holder’s full name and date

may become the final specification

and place of birth. It might also

National eID cards often feature

include the document number

pairs of crypto keys and cer-

and dates of issue and expiry.

tificates, which typically take

This typically requires between

around 2KB of memory each.

Taking the national eID
across borders

3KB and 5KB of memory.

Many current projects use

Taking the concept of ID a step

one key/certificate for online

further, it makes good political

Biometric data can be stored

authentication and a second one

and economic sense to implement

either as an image or as a tem-

for digital certificates.

national ID cards that can work

plate, which will have an impact

for EU member states.

cross-border. In many parts of
the world, citizens are already

required for storage. For exam-

National eIDs for domestic
use

ple, a face image can require

National ID schemes for domes-

neighboring countries with just

as much as 20KB of memory,

tic use allow digital signatures

an ID card. For example, in

whereas a face template only

to be used, so users can access

Europe, ID cards are the most

on the amount of memory
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popular travel documents for

be more difficult to counterfeit.

care are now operating in Europe.

many Europeans. But such use

Europe’s Electronic Citizen

These include Health Professional

requires interoperable systems

Card (ECC) can include a travel

Cards (HPC) in UK and Spain as

so the document can be read

(ePassport) function as well as

well as Patient Data Cards (PDC),

in all EU states. As a result, in

eID, eGovernment and eBusiness

such as the French Sesame-Vitale 2,

the fall of 2005, the European

applications (Fig. 2).

Germany’s eGK and Italy’s Carta

Commission (EC) published a

Regionale di Servizi (CRS).

recommendation for minimum

eID will also be used for cross-

security standards for national

border travel in the Gulf region,

Rollout of Italy’s CRS eHealth

eID card programs in regulation

where several states have finalized

card began in September 2005

14351/2005.

plans to ease the travel of Gulf

in the Lombardia region. More

Cooperation Council (GCC)

than 9 million of these documents

Many European governments

citizens among their countries

have now been issued.

are planning to implement eID

while enhancing border security.

cards on the back of ePassports,

For example, in 2007, the UAE and

The French Sesame-Vitale health

taking advantage of the invest-

Saudi Arabia signed an agreement

care card is one of the best known

ments in infrastructure such as

to enable citizens to use their

and longest established health-

data capture, PKI, IT networks

respective identity cards to travel

care smart cards in the world.

and border control systems that

freely via land, sea and airports

Its 8KB contact-based cards

have been necessary to meet

between the two countries.

have been in use since 1995/6. The

their international obligations.

country is now in the process of

Such documents will also allow

Healthcare cards

rolling out its next generation of

Schengen signatories to increase

A number of cards aimed at

the National eHealth card,

their border security as they will

improving the delivery of health

Sesame-Vitale 2.

Sector

ID document

Benefit

Election

eVoting card

Avoid manipulation

Driving license

eDriving license

Fraud protection

Gun license

eGun license

Fraud protection

Pilot license

eFly license

Fraud protection

Social security/tax

Social security card

Cost reduction and ease of communication

Health, telematic

eHealth card

Cost reduction and ease of communication

National ID

National eID

Fraud protection

Border control

ePassport

Homeland security

eGovernment

eCitizen card

Cost reduction and ease of communication

Fig. 2: Application areas for eID cards
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Slovenia’s health insurance card

Austria’s social security card –

the publication of regulations

scheme, introduced in 1998,

known as the eCard – is the core

and specifications.

combines secure card bodies,

element of the Austrian National

microprocessor technology and

Health system. Patients can

Two types of residence permits are

localized services protecting

access medical treatment with the

now in use. These are for non-EU

patients’ personal data and rights.

card, the validity of which can be

citizens, such as Indian nationals

The electronic infrastructure has

checked online by any GP. The

studying in the UK, or for EU

been fully deployed to all doctors,

card, which uses a proprietary

citizens, such as an Italian business

hospitals and pharmacists, which

operating system, stores PKI keys

person working in Germany.

makes it one of the most widely used

and a 36KB cryptocontroller.

Driver license

electronic schemes in Europe.
The country is now rolling out

International

standards

for

Standards for eDriving licenses

its second generation of eHealth

eHealth cards have already been

are still being developed, based on

cards with enhanced capabilities

finalized in the form of ISO TC 715.

ISO 18013. These were initially

including the ability to accept

established to replace inter

digital signatures to enable applica-

Residence permits

national driving license permits,

tions such as digital prescriptions.

In Europe, residence permit cards

but now include harmonized

for non-EU nationals staying

machine-readable technologies

Taiwan has also taken the

for extended periods are covered

and verification controls.

eHealthcare route by replacing

by regulation 1030/2002, which

paper-based health services

specifies chip-based ID1-format

There are three parts to ISO

vouchers with multi-functional

cards incorporating biometric

18013. Part one covers the physical

microprocessor cards. These store

data. Additional specifications

characteristics and basic data set;

personal information, insurance

and regulations related to these

part two provides the standard

data and medication histories, as

documents will be published at

for a range of different machine-

well as providing additional

the end of 2007, and will define

readable technologies; and part

access to treatment records and

the logical data set, the security

three provides standards for

costs. The system, which uses

architecture and the user case. All

access control, authenticity and

Java technology, comprises more

member states have 24 months

integrity verification.

than 22 million health insurance

to implement these permits.

cards, 345,000 health professional

Initially they will be produced

In May 2007, the UK Driver

cards with a signature function for

under the Basic Access Control

and Vehicle Licensing Agency

doctors, pharmacists and hospitals,

(BAC) framework, which means

(DVLA) announced to the

as well as terminals equipped with

that no fingerprint scanners will

Security

security modules. Rollout of the

be required in immigration offices.

conference that it would be

cards on a regional basis happened

The second implementation will

running a field trial of eDriving

in 2002 and 2003.

follow 12 months later, following

licenses based on ISO 18013.
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Document

Standard/recommendation

EU tachograph

EU Regulation 2135/1998

eCard Registration

EU Recommendation 127/2003

Driver license

ISO 18013 and no EU position

EU residence permit

EU Regulation 1030/2002 with over-work 2007/8

ePassport

ICAO Doc 9303 and EU Regulation 2252/2004

National eID Card

EU Recommendation 14351/2005

Fig. 3: Specifications for eID cards

ePassports

additional data storage. Volume 2

Following a series of pre-2001

ePassport technology allows

of part 1 covers specifications for

tests the ICAO endorsed the use

citizens to travel freely with a

ePassports with biometric ident

of face recognition technology

standardized document that is

ification capabilities. The sup-

as the mandatory biometric, with

recognized worldwide. At the same

plement is known as supplement

fingerprint and iris recognition

time, the technology gives govern

to Doc9303-part1-sixth edition.

as additional options. These

ments the tools to overcome the

This was released in June 2006 as a

requirements have had an impact

problems of ID theft and illegal

final draft and clarifies part 1’s guid-

on the size of chip needed for

immigration by offering robust

ance and specifications. The ICAO

ePassports, with governments

documents that can be examined

has carried out numerous tests on

generally implementing 32KB to

at border crossings.

technologies and their interoper

64KB chips.

ability, covering areas such as:
Requirements for these documents

n Data storage requirements;

The ICAO specifies that biometric

are contained in the ICAO frame

n Booklet and data format;

images should be compressed

work, which specifies the use of

n Durability and reliability;

with JPEG, JPEG2000 or WSQ.

contactless chips with biometric

n Throughput capacity and

In turn, it sets out the minimum

identification

embedded

in

passport booklets. The draft
specifications

for

passport

technology are contained in
ICAO document 9303.

accuracy;

sizes for optimal matching rates

n 	Data retrieval and biometric

for compressed face images;

standards and data

compressed fingerprint images

protection protocols;

and compressed iris images.

n 	Compatibility with existing
systems so that an alternative

ePassport security

Part 1 of document 9303 relates

can be used should a

The security of ePassport tech-

directly to ePassports. This has

machine-assisted process fail;

nology is evaluated by certifica-

been broken down into Volume 1,

n 	Ability to use the passport

tion bodies for Common Criteria

Volume 2 and supplement to

in locations where

protection. Such evaluations

part 1. Volume 1 of part 1 covers

ePassport readers have not

include Evaluation Assurance

machine-readable passports without

been established.

Levels (EALs) to test that the
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security features of a technology

and Passive Authentication (PA)

ePassports; a growing army of

meets the requirements of the

protocols, which ensure that

nations has now joined the ranks

ePassport scheme.

only authorized border control

of ePassport issuers.

officials can access the infor
In addition to the international

mation they contain.

requirements set out by the

In 2005, fewer than 10 countries
had started issuing ePassports.

ICAO, further specifications

Since those regulations were

But during 2006, more than 30

have been established by various

introduced, the EU has also opted

countries began rolling out the

regional bodies. For example,

to use two fingerprints as additional

technology. And the number of

European Commission (EC)

biometric identifiers in passports

documents issued in each region

Council Regulation 2252/2004

issued to citizens of member states

is growing at a staggering rate

lists standards for security

(except the UK and Ireland). These

every year. In the US alone, 10-11

features and biometrics in

are protected from unauthorized

million are expected to be issued

passports and travel documents

access by Extended Access Control

annually. European VWP countries

issued by EU member states.

(EAC) protocols.

are now issuing 24-34 million ePass

These include a requirement

ports annually, while in VWP Asia,

for a digital photograph of the

The introduction of ePassports

8-14 million a year are expected

document holder to be stored on

has initially been driven by the

to be issued. Even in non-VWP

a chip within the document along

requirements of the US visa waiver

countries, 5-10 million will be

with other data such as the name,

program (VWP) for participating

issued each year. It is expected

date of birth and nationality

countries to issue such documents.

that, over the next decade, all

of the passport holder. Such

However, it is not only VWP

passports issued (between 90

data is then protected using

countries such as the UK, Germany

million and 110 million each

Basic Access Control (BAC)

and France that have introduced

year) will become ePassports.

C o mbining m u ltip l e app l icati o ns
Aware of the need to spend tax-payers money wisely, states are looking at ways of rolling out multiple applications on the back
of one infrastructure investment. This could involve introducing a single multiple application smart card – perhaps using dual
interface technology – that can combine national ID with citizen entitlement. Alternatively, individual documents could be issued
for each application that take advantage of investments already made in database or enrolment technologies.
In Europe, there has been a two-speed approach to citizen ID. eID schemes in some countries, such as Austria, Belgium,
Estonia, Italy, Finland, Serbia, Spain and Sweden, are well advanced and have defined specifications. A number have even
carried out pilots and rolled out eIDs before some of the latest document standards have been finalized. These schemes, introduced between the 1990s and 2006, typically use ISO 7816 contact-based interfaces. Many incorporate digital signatures that
can be used for eGovernment and eBusiness applications. However, with the exception of the Swedish card, these are national
programs that do not conform with the final ECC specifications.
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Belgium

Spain

chip stores two key pairs, one

The Belgian Personal Identity

Spain has a fairly wide mix

for identification and one for

Card was officially launched in

of eCards, either proposed or

signing documents, giving all

March 2003. It aims to provide

already operating. It launched

citizens – depending on their age –

citizens with a highly secure

a social security card, known

the right to encryption keys.

identity document, and a tool

as TASS-Program, in some

for electronic signatures and

regions in 2001. In the same

Other nations in EU

authentication when accessing

year, it announced plans for its

eID plans are gaining momentum

eGovernment applications, social

eID program, which contains

in France, Germany, Poland,

security services and even

biometric face and fingerprint

Portugal and the UK. Portugal,

commercial services over the

images stored on a 32KB chip.

for example, started rolling out

Internet. Every cardholder has

Earlier this year, the Spanish

its contact-based eGovernment

a secret PIN for authentication

Ministry of Interior said the

card in 2007. This card is mandatory

and the card generates a legally

launch of its eID cards was

for all citizens aged 6 or over.

binding electronic signature for

progressing

with

Cards issued to those aged over 16

secure declarations and admin-

more than 1,000,000 eID cards

also include an electronic signature.

istrative procedures. By 2006,

having already been delivered.

By July 2008 it is anticipated that

more than 4 million cards were

Card issuance will be gradually

the whole country will be covered

in use, and it is estimated that

expanded, and they are likely to

by eID services and all Portuguese

this figure will top 9 million

be available in all parts of Spain

consulates will also offer this service.

by 2009.

via more than 500 regional police

The other four EC members have

stations across the country by

schemes in the pipeline but are

Italy

the end of 2007. Eventually, an

waiting until final specifications

The Italian government decided

ICAO travel function will also

for national ID are agreed before

in 2001 that it was going to

be added to the card.

fully rolling out the technology.

smoothly

launch an eID card, the Carta

Consequently, pilots and initial

d’Identita Elettronica (CIE), as

Sweden

rollouts are expected to run from

well as a citizen card, the Carta

The Swedish ID card was

2008 to 2011. The interfaces on

Nationale Servici (CNS), incor-

launched in 2005, and was

these cards will conform with

porating biometrics and PKI and

heralded as the first in the world

ISO14443 for contactless technology

uses laser technology as well.

to combine ePassport function-

and/or ISO 7816 for contact-based.

The CIE uses the ISO 7816

ality and National eID on one

They are planned to conform to

contact interface. The initial

card. It is valid for five years

ICAO 9303-1 standards as well

pilot took place between 2004

and contains two chips: an ISO

as CEN TC224.

and 2005. Full rollout began in

7816 contact chip for ID and

January 2006, with the cards

eGovernment applications and

Germany

being issued from 8,200 offices

an ISO 14443 contactless chip

Germany’s 82 million citizens

throughout the country.

for travel functions. The contact

will be served by a number of
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eCards. Its first eHealth card

eCard strategy in UK

Identity and Passport Service

(KVK) was launched on a memory

The UK has 59 million citizens,

(IPS) in the first half of 2007, it

smart card in 1995. This was

and has traditionally been hostile

said the scheme would include

followed, in 2002, by the JobCard

to the idea of a national ID card,

the delivery of passports and ID

pilot. Cards issued for this pilot

having last issued such documents

cards, plus products and services

provided the keys necessary to

during World War II. However,

to a number of other public sector

access centrally-stored infor-

since 2002, the ruling Labour

organizations. To deliver some

mation related to an employee’s

government has been working on

elements of the scheme, a frame-

certificates of employment and pay,

a nationwide identity program,

work agreement will be set up

enabling the data to be made avail-

which could eventually include

and subsequent procurements will

able to relevant administrators,

the rollout of a national eID

supply various elements of the

subject to employee agreement.

card. Although there are still

scheme. The framework includes

hurdles ahead, citizens have

provision of managed services

In 2005, the German government

shown that they are more pre-

and systems integration for bio

published its eCard strategy, which

disposed to the idea of a national

metric systems, application support

focused on two types of card: an

ID card. For example, according

and development, the design of

eID card known as National eID

to a YouGov/Daily Telegraph

ID documents such as passports

(elektronischer Personal Ausweis,

poll in 2006, 52% said they were

and ID cards, the production and

ePA) and an eHealth card (elek-

in favor of the introduction of

distribution of ID documents,

tronischer Gesundheitskarte, eGK).

a system of national ID cards.

and the systems, facilities and

The ePA adheres to ICAO 9303-1

This compares with a YouGov/

personnel to support applications

standards in conjunction with

Daily Telegraph poll in 2005

and enrolment.

CEN TC 224 and is scheduled

when 45% said they were in favor.

From idea to rollout

for rollout in 2009. Specifications
for the eGK card were adopted

The country has been conducting

Preparation and rollout of gov-

in January 2006 and this is also

the first stages of registering

ernment-driven ID schemes goes

due to be introduced in 2008.

individuals for ePassports since

through several stages. During

2006. This will eventually lead

the idea, project definition and

The government also began issuing

to the rollout of eID cards on a

project specification phases,

more than 1 million cards for its

voluntary basis from 2009/2010.

these schemes use the expertise

road toll program for trucks in

The card will not feature elec-

of groups such as the UK

2005. And in a move aimed at

tronic health or social insurance

Intellect Association, Germany’s

beefing up security in the armed

applications.

DIF group for smart cards and

forces, the German military

France’s GIXEL workgroup. A

tested eID crypto cards with

Procurement for the national ID

similar process is also followed

32KB memory in 2004/5.

card system began in the second

by non-government driven and

half of 2007. In the formal pro-

privately operated schemes.

curement notice published by the
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Idea
The first stage of any eID scheme
is to establish a basic workable

n 	What applications will be
included on the card?
n 	How will the card project be

Project rollout
Following the award of the
tender(s), phased introduction

idea. This should take into account

embedded into existing

of the project should begin.

the aims and objectives of the

or planned ID solutions and

This could follow the Spanish

scheme, such as boosting national

systems?

approach of rolling out the

security or providing a better

n 	What data is needed on the

scheme through a select number

way of delivering entitlements to

card? Where will

of decentralized offices in a par-

citizens. It should also take into

personal information be stored?

ticular region before extending

account who the stakeholders of
the project are (taxpayers, private
sector, government departments
and so on).

n 	What size memory chip
is required?

it to the whole of the country.
Alternatively,

n 	Which is most suitable – contact
or contactless technology?
n 	Will biometric data be stored?

it

could

be

deployed to a limited number of
government officials from a central
location before being widened

Project definition

Are there domestic or

to the entire population. Or, it

During the project definition

international reference projects

could be rolled out to all citizens

phase, many of the concepts and

or success stories where

right from the beginning – as is

objectives that drove the basic

experience could be re-used?

the case in Belgium.

idea should be formalized. This
could include engaging with

Field trials

new stakeholders as the scope

Field trials should be conducted

of the project widens, or it could

with a select group of individuals

include focusing on specific

representing the total population.

areas as the scope of the project

During these trials, ease of enrol-

narrows. Input from industry

ment, accessibility, accuracy and

experts should also be sought at

speed of throughput should be

this point.

examined.

Project specification

Tender phases

During project specification, the

Once field trials have been

‘nuts and bolts’ of the project

successfully completed, the

should be considered. Such ques

project should be put out to

tions could include:

official tender/tenders. This
may take the form of a formal

n 	Is the card part of an
eCard strategy?
n 	Which standards need
to be considered?

Request for Information (RFI),
followed by a Request for
Proposals (RFP) and finally a
Request for Quotations (RFQ).
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P u tting t h e finger o n attracti v e
C iti z en C ards
By Linda Rosdahl, Precise Biometrics AB
Imagine if you could identify yourself at the car rental company with the help of your finger and a citizen card. Today most
smart card-based citizen cards are exclusively deployed when the card holder is in contact with authorities. But together with
biometric fingerprint identification and Match-on-Card we will hopefully see a wider and more efficient use of the citizen card
in the future.
Citizen cards with biometric information are expected to be used in the future by third party users, such as merchants interested
in identifying their customers through fingerprints. Potential third party users could include car rental companies as well as tobacco
and alcohol retailers that need an electronic receipt or proof that they have checked the ID and age of the buying costumer.
But to widen the usage of the citizen cards beyond the current government-driven environment requires three key elements:

n Biometric fingerprint identification that identifies individuals (rather than using PINs or photos);
n Match-on-Card technology;
n Interoperability inspired by existing large scale smart card architectures such as the EMV standard.
Match-on-Card is most suitable for ID cards
A prerequisite for third party usage of fingerprint information stored in citizen cards is Match-on-Card technology. Match-onCard is the most suitable solution for smart card-based citizen cards with fingerprint information since the identification takes
place on the card, not in the fingerprint reader.
The Match-on-Card matching method assures that no information ever leaves the card, making it a challenge for the card holder
or a third party to tamper with the information stored in the card, thus giving the card issuer – in this case the authorities –
full control in regulating the citizen card and defining its functions.
Countries such as Portugal and Thailand have realized the benefit of Match-on-Card technology and have implemented the
solution in their new citizen cards with biometric information, thereby opening up their systems for potential third party usage
in the future.
How to solve interoperability
If third parties should have access to biometric citizen cards to identify customers there must be a high level of integration and
interoperability in the system since large scale card projects require flexibility. Different hardware, cards and operating systems
must be able to be replaced and upgraded over time.
Some see this as a problem but if we look at the way the EMV standard (Europay, Mastercard & Visa) manages to handle the
same challenge without complications we come across an existing solution.
When the EMV architecture was developed the banking industry was facing the same challenges of interoperability and security
which authorities are facing today concerning the implementation of smart card based citizen cards with fingerprint technology.
The banks’ main concern was to create a smart card standard that was interoperable without loosing control over the card
and the information stored on the card. The solutions deployed in banking allow for interoperability of Match-on-Card and
biometrics with the highest possible performance.
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A representative at transactions
When a transaction is made the bank needs the card to be their representative, making sure that no transaction is made without
the bank’s approval. The EMV standard has therefore developed an intelligent way to communicate between the card and
the hardware, thus making interoperability easier. The solutions recognize the card as the master in the transaction, a factor
made possible by the on-card verification. This is a solution that we need to look at when we want to widen the usage and
implementation of citizen cards with fingerprint identification.
These three key elements will open up the deployment of citizen cards to third parties thereby making the card more efficient
and attractive from both the authority’s and the card holder’s perspective.
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M at c h i n g
i n n ova t i o n w i t h
p r a c t i c al i t y

If cards need to last longer, they
can be manufactured from substrates such as polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) or polyester
(PETG), polycarbonate (PC)

In the world of cards, innovation is everything. Form factors in the

and compound materials such

shape of footballs, brand logos, paper documents and even watches,

as polyethylene embed channel

wristbands and USB devices are squaring up alongside the traditional

(PEC). These can be laminated

CR80 – or ID1 – credit card-sized cards for market share. And as
contactless technology starts to come of age, card makers are being
freed from the constraints of the standard shapes that have dominated
the industry for so long. However, form factors still have to be cost

to enable greater options for
contactless and hybrid cards and
to embed a larger chip module.

effective and easily usable by citizens, so design tends to be more func-

ID1 cards can be contact only,

tional. Furthermore, because some documents are used cross-border,

contactless only, dual interface

they must be produced to an agreed format that can be read easily

(using a single chip containing

regardless of whether the document holder is in Sweden or Australia.

a contact and contactless inter-

As a result, the key form factors to consider are ID1 with one or two

face) or hybrid (containing two

chips; ID2, such as visa stickers; ID3 as an ePassport using smart card
technology in the cover or holder page; and dongles/tokens. Each
form factor has a recommended lifespan determined by a number of
things, including laws/regulations and environmental considerations.

chips – one with a contact interface and one with a contactless
interface).
Contact cards are the most

ID1 format

starts to break up – must also

widely deployed cards for appli-

The ID1 format, which con-

be considered. The durability of

cations such as GSM, finance,

forms to ISO 7810, is the most

the base plastic is likely to dete-

healthcare and ID. They have

common form factor for cards

riorate, too, because of physical

the longest track-record in

and is usually referred to as

stress such as flexing and twisting.

both the public and the private

‘credit card-sized’ (53.98mm x
85.60mm). This format is often
produced using a polyvinyl
chloride (PVC) substrate, which
has traditionally been used in
the banking and financial sector,
where life expectancy is normally three years. PVC cards more
than five years old tend to suffer
from general wear and tear, such
as scratching and worn print.
Delamination – where the card

eID card
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Program

EEPROM

Interface

Planned rollout date of document

ePass

32KB/64KB

Contactless

2005-2009

eResidence permit

32KB/64KB

Contactless (Contact*)

2008-2010

eHealth (E111) for use
when traveling crossborder within the EU

<=8KB

Contact

2009-2010

eRegistered Traveler

<=32KB

Contactless

2009-2010

eEmergency card

<=64KB

to be decided

2010-2011

eCitizen card (ECC)

32KB-80KB**

Contact**
Contactless**
Dual interface**

2008 onwards**

eDriving License

~ 32KB-64KB

Contact
Contactless

2009-2012

*optional for eGovernment services | **country specific

Fig. 4: EU programs taking place between 2007 and 2010 using IC technology

sectors and are also the cheapest.

one card, should also last for

by foreign nationals who have

Contactless cards, meanwhile,

10 years. However, producing

legally become permanent resi-

have built up a strong track

a card with a lifespan of more

dents in the US, and the People

record in the mass transit market,

than five years can be a techni-

Access Security Service (PASS)

where their convenience and ease

cal and reliability challenge.

card, used for border control

of use have been widely recogn

applications between the US and

ized. As a result, the technology

Hybrid cards could poten-

Mexico, Canada, the Caribbean

is starting to be used in other

tially last up to five years. Such

and Bermuda, also follow this

areas such as eID, eGovernment

cards have already been widely

format. The PASS card is the

and even ePayments.

deployed to the US Department

core element of the PASS System

of Defense (DOD) for use in the

and is designed to secure and

Contactless cards have a poten-

Common Access Card (CAC).

expedite travel between the US

tial 10-year lifespan because the

According to a preliminary

and its neighbors.

technology is embedded within

smart card durability survey

the card substrate, offering

initiated by the UK’s Identity

ID2 format

greater protection. However,

& Passport Service (IPS), these

The ID2 format is currently used

they are more prone to stress-

are estimated to cost between

for national ID cards in France

related failure of antenna con-

100% and 215% more than

and Germany. It is also used

tact with the chip.

contact cards.

worldwide for visas. In Europe,
for example, ID2 is used in the

Dual interface cards, which

All eID card programs being

Schengen area for Schengen visas

enable governments to combine

planned in the EU conform with

for foreigners who stay in the EU

multiple applications on the

ID1. The US Green Card, used

for a maximum of 90 days, and
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Passive
The cryptographic mechanism applied to this process is the digital signature. This provides proof that
Authentication the Logical Data Structure (LDS) and Document Certificate are authenticated and not modified, but does
(PA)
not prevent 1:1 copying or chip exchange.
Active
This is a digital security feature designed to prevent cloning. It is a recommended security feature for
Authentication travel documents such as ePassports, and provides the lowest level of security.
(AA)
Basic Access
Control (BAC)

This uses challenge/response mechanisms based on triple DES recommendations. It has the advantage
of preventing skimming and eavesdropping via a secure communication, between travel document and
reader. It is a recommended security feature for travel documents such as ePassports.

Extended
Access
Control (EAC)

This uses a complex interchange between public and private key pairs in the microprocessor and reader.
It creates a highly secure session key that enables the personal and biometric data stored in a document
to be shared only after mutual authentication takes place. It is a recommended security feature for travel
documents such as ePassports, and provides the highest level of security

Key words for data security/access to data

complies with EU regulation

In the future ID2 format will

of the chip, the chip module

0269/2006. It takes the form of

also use contactless technology.

and the antenna. This can be

a paper sticker measuring 74mm

integrated in the cover, holder

x 105mm, which is placed in

ID3 format

or middle page. Unlike ID1

the visa page of an individual’s

The ID3 format is the form factor

formats, which currently

passport. It does not include an

applied to traditional passport

normally use contact chips,

IC, but does have a machine-

booklets as well as the ePass-

ePassports use contactless

readable zone (MRZ) that

port. The standard size of these

technology.

stores the name and photo of

documents is 125mm x 88 mm

the visa holder. In China, visas

and they include three levels of

The location of the chip is driven

are also issued in ID2 format.

authentication:

by factors such as durability

However, although they include

n 	Level one authentication

and convenience. For example,

an MRZ, they do not store the

includes features recogn

the UK Identity and Passport

visa holder’s information. The

izable by human senses –

Service (IPS) tested placing the

current visa for India is also

such as touch or sight –

chip in lots of different places

ID2 format, but does not

without the need for any

in its ePassports before settling

include an MRZ or photo, and

specialist tools to read them;

on the biographical data page,

is handwritten.

n 	Level two authentication
includes aspects such as

because this was considered the
safest location.

eVisas and Schengen visas can con-

microprinting, which are

tain data such as the biographical

recognizable with the aid

Japan’s ePassport, which began

information of the holder as well

of simple tools;

rollout in March 2006, stores a

as their photograph. Such data

n 	Level three authentication is

contactless chip in the middle

can be stored in the visa label

the highest level and includes

page, as does Australia’s ePass-

only or on a database as well.

the chip inlay, which consists

port, which began rollout in
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Fig. 5: ePassport

October 2005. Currently, nearly

contained in ICAO 9303, Part 1,

Dongles/tokens

all ePassports issued in Asia

Volume 2. This requires ePassports

Smart card architecture is also

store the chip inside the front

to use contactless chips that con-

being applied to enable users to

cover of the booklet. 70% of

form to the ISO/IEC 14443 prox-

enjoy secure communication

European ePassports – including

imity standard, which specifies

with government bodies, banks and

Germany’s – have integrated the

an operating frequency of 13.56

corporations. Here, web-based ser-

chip into the front cover. The

MHz and a read range of up

vices can be used for applications

remaining 30% have stored it in

to 10cm. Additional specifica-

such as making online tax

the holder page. The US, which

tions for ePassports issued to EU

returns; secure log-in using

has been rolling out ePassports

citizens include European regu-

one-time passwords; registering

since August 2006, integrates its

lation 2252/2004, which includes

a change of address; or voting

chip into the cover page of the

requirements for facial recognition

in a local referendum. Here, the

document.

as the primary biometric and

emphasis is on identifying Internet

fingerprints as the secondary

users to avoid attacks such as

A number of specifications

biometric. It also calls for data

phishing and pharming.

related to ePassports are in opera-

security to be addressed via

tion worldwide. The general

Basic Access Control (BAC) and

The advantage of a USB-based

specification for ePassports is

Extended Access Control (EAC).

secure token is that citizens
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carrying out online activities
are protected by the high levels
of security associated with
smart cards. This method is also
more convenient and cheaper
for citizens as they do not have
to install additional hardware.
Furthermore, these devices can
increase security by safely storing login details and encryption such as Secure Socket Layer
(SSL) and Transport Layer
Security (TLS).

USB-smart card device

Secure USB tokens can store

browser, subject to access author

provider. And because they com-

information in HTML format,

ization. Such formats act as

municate directly with the external

and data stored on them can be

genuine network devices that

server, no sensitive personal

edited at any time and from any

autonomously encrypt the entire

data ends up on the PC.

PC with a preinstalled Internet

data transfer with the service
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Fitting the
n u t s a n d bolt s
t og e t h e r

n 	Generation and key manage

Having chosen the best technology for a large-scale eID system, next

rarely rolled out in isolation. It

comes the challenge of fixing all the nuts and bolts together. Get this

will usually be just one component

right and you’ll have a future-proof system that is delivered on time

of a much wider system. This

and on budget and which achieves the required levels of speed, accuracy
and security. Get this wrong and you’ll be left with a millstone around
your neck hemorrhaging money and failing to deliver any real benefit
to stakeholders. It’s a little like Formula One racing: you can have the

Source: Infineon Technologies

ment (in the case of PKI card
systems).
Furthermore, the document is

will include document readers;
biometric systems for capturing
and authentication; back-end

best car on the track, but without the most accomplished driver at

systems – such as population

the wheel and the best team keeping everything moving, you’ll be left

registers,

with good technology that never really performs at its optimum.

authorities (CAs), public CAs

root

certification

and citizen web portals for
Internet authentication services;

Bringing all the necessary players

many countries. Consequently,

enrolment/application facilities,

on board requires considerable

thought has to be given to

card management systems and

skill and planning. For a start, a

understanding the potential

post-issuance (upgrade) facilities.

broad range of players will have

challenges and getting to grips

to be involved, so the integrator

with the multitude of processes

Each element requires a high

should be able to manage, drive,

required for successful rollout.

degree of expertise and top-level

check and control the relationships

technologies, so the best final

and work processes between

An eID document is created

systems must combine the work

suppliers, understand the imple-

using many diverse parts and

of leading vendors under the

mentation issues involved and

services, including:

supervision of an expert integration

generally steer the project to

n 	The chip and its associated

team.

ensure it is completed on time.

software;

Furthermore, the integrator must

n 	The module;

also be able to understand the

n 	The inlay (in the case of

customer’s needs (in this case, a

contactless technology);

government’s) and explain them to
suppliers to ensure the customer
gets exactly what was ordered.

n 	The plastic/paper making up
the document;
n 	Special secure printing
techniques;

Working across the
value chain
Each step in the eID card process
forms a link in the value chain.
At the lower end of the chain
are the chips and – in the case of

Although more examples of eID

n 	Personalization services once

contactless cards – inlays and cards;

projects are emerging, the process

the basic secure document

at the top end are the readers

is still uncharted territory for

has been created;

and terminals as well as the
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back-end systems, servers, hosts

interface/interfaces. For example,

its national eID program (ePA),

and workstations. And because

in an environment where high

China for its national eID system

these are smart documents with

throughput is required, contact-

and Sweden for its eID card – which

the latest security specifications,

less chips may be the best option.

uses both a contactless chip and a

card key management systems

These allow a sizeable amount of

contact-based chip in one card.

and associated trust centers

data to be stored and transferred

must also be managed.

between the document and the

Contact chips

reader without the problems

Contact-based smart cards are

The ICAO, the EC and institu

associated with contact-based

being used in government projects

tions such as the German Federal

systems, such as failure caused

such as in Oman, Saudi Arabia,

Office for Information Security

by dirt, moisture or fatigue. For

UAE, Belgium, Finland, Sweden,

(BSI) have defined the use of highly

other eID cards, used primarily

Portugal, Italy, Malaysia, Estonia,

secure microprocessor chips,

for eBusiness and eGovernment

Hong Kong and India. The chips

particularly contactless ones for

applications such as registering

used in these cards can store data

data access in identification eID

a change of address, a contact

for a minimum of 10 years and

documents such as ePassports.

might be more suitable.

can endure a minimum 100,000
data cycles.

The chip

Contactless chip

Most eID systems rely on the

Contactless chips comprise an

power, speed and performance

electronic IC housed in a protective

of chip design, which holds key

module and an antenna or coupling

1. Physical characteristics;

information about the document

element which is literally a handful

2.	Dimensions and location

holder, possibly including a digital

of turns of a conductive material.

image of their biometrics such

The IC can be a simple memory

as face or fingerprint.

device, a wired logic device or a
secure microcontroller. A wired

Contact chips adhere to ISO 7816.
This comprises 10 parts:

of the contacts;
3.	Electronic signals and
transmission protocols;
4.	Inter-industry commands for
interchange;
5.	Numbering system and

Assessing what type of chip to

logic device has both memory

use requires consideration of a

and the capability to perform

number of questions. For example,

simple logic functions such as

6.	Inter-industry data elements;

how much data needs to be

password

while

7.	Inter-industry commands

stored on the card now – and in

a secure microcontroller has

for Structured Card Query

the future? What will the card

more advanced features such

be used for? What is the card’s

as the ability to encrypt and

protection,

registration procedure
for application identifiers;

Language (SCQL);
8.	Security related inter-industry
commands;
9.	Additional inter-industry

required lifespan? These are all

partition data. The technology is

important questions which will

now being used for national eID

determine which chip is most

card projects in some countries,

10.	Electronic signals and answers to

cost-effective, the storage capacity

with Japan having selected it for

reset for synchronous cards.

required and the most suitable

its Juki program, Germany for
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Specifications

Chip security must also be con-

they might have to endure in

The ICAO and the EU have

sidered. Chips have to be certified

non-electronic environments.

specified that contactless chips

under certification programs such

used in travel documents must

as Common Criteria security

Software

comply with the ISO/IEC 14443

evaluations, which have Evaluation

Similar to personal computers,

proximity

which

Assurance Levels ranging from

the smart card microcontroller

specifies an operating frequency

EAL 1 to 7. Generally smart card

is controlled by software known

of 13.56 MHz. The standard

chips used in eID and ePassport

as an operating system, which is

also specifies a data transfer

applications conform to EAL5+.

classed as ‘open’ (the most com-

standard,

monly used are Java Card™ and

rate of 106 kilobits per second
(kbps), although faster rates of

The durability of the chip must

MULTOS™), or ‘closed’ (also

up to 848kbps are also found.

also be taken into consideration.

called native or proprietary).

The standard permits the use of

Unlike bank cards, which tend

Type A or Type B contactless

to have an average three-year

The operating system is typi-

chips.

lifespan, many eIDs are required

cally burned or embedded into

to operate for 10 years at a

the chip’s ROM when it is made.

The memory size of chips used

standard temperature of 25°C.

This is a tried and tested method

in eID documents is a major

So eID cards require chips

of storing the operating system,

consideration, both in terms of

that can retain data over a long

and makes the chip very secure

cost and ensuring that they will

period of time and which can

because the code controlling it

be fit for purpose for the antici-

also handle numerous read/

cannot be altered.

pated lifetime of the documents.

write cycles in their lifetime.

The amount of memory needs

Most current eID documents use

to be sufficient to store per-

eID documents are frequently

EEPROM. An alternative is to

sonal data as well as biometric

required to operate in harsh

use flash memory – which also

images of the document holder.

environments,

they

replace a chip’s EEPROM. This

It should also be big enough to

may be handled roughly and

is rarely used in eID documents

store a digital signature, which

have to resist fluctuations in

today, but could become more

will verify the integrity of the

temperature, as well as dust,

popular in the future. Flash

data stored on the chip. With

dirt and high humidity. Chips

memory is programmable after

these considerations in mind, a

should be tested for their ability

the chip has been manufactured,

minimum of 32KB is generally

to stand up to such challenges

making them quicker to produce.

recommended. However, many

through

thermal-mechanical

The memory capacities of flash-

countries are opting for chips

and chemical testing, material

based chips also tend to be larger

with 64KB memory or more to

aging tests and – in the case

(up to 1MB). But it should be

future-proof their documents

of chips used for ePassports –

remembered that flash memory

and enable them to hold more

mechanical

must also contain the operating

biometric details.

which simulate the treatment

where

stamping
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There is a trend towards certifying

Like the chip, the document

n 	The document code;

operating systems under certif

should be durable enough to

n 	The issuing authority;

ication

as

stand up to many kinds of

n 	The full name of the

CommonCriteria (CC). Here, the

stress. For example, it should

document’s owner;

level of security is typically cer-

have been tested to resist

n 	The document owner’s

tified to Evaluation Assurance

physical

Level (EAL) 4+.

cals, a variety of temperatures,

programs,

such

tampering,

chemi-

environmental conditions and

date and place of birth;
n 	The gender of
the document owner;

Cards, paper and printing

UV

In a world of high-level security

used should be robust enough

requirements aimed at combating

to last up to 10 years without

n 	The document number;

fraud, forgeries and counterfeiting,

any images or pictures stored on

n 	The date of issue;

many eID documents rely on the

them fading.

n 	The date of expiry.

of plastic used, such as PVC,

Preference might also be given

All this data must be digitally

PET and PC, and the printing

to suppliers able to demonstrate

signed to protect it from

processes to ensure security. A

that their designs either disable

alteration and abuse. This means

variety of techniques, such as

the IC/antenna assembly if there

that a private key must be used

holograms, kinegrams, rainbow

is an attempt to remove the

to sign the data and a public key

printing, multi-laser imaging,

embedded inlay from the docu-

to decrypt it.

tactile elements, positive or

ment or to attack it, or make any

negative embossing, backgrounds

tampering highly visible.

radiation.

The

cards

n 	A full digital image of the
document owner;

properties of the paper, the type

with guilloches and variable

In order to personalize the chip,
the system will include a reader/

line widths, watermarks and

Personalization

writer, personalization software

UV marks are used to protect

The personalization of an eID

and a secure module that will

against fraudulent copying.

document is another challenging

carry the security keys (this

stage in the production process.

could be a smart card or some

Naturally, these sorts of features

With the introduction of chip

other secure depository).

will still be integral to the eID

technology, it becomes vital that

document. However, it is impor-

the personal details printed or

One way of adding chip personal

tant for the integration team to

engraved on the document match

ization to an existing document

assess how the process of adding

exactly the information stored in

process would be to integrate

these features – and others –

the chip.

the reader/writer into the printer.

might affect the chip/inlay

This would help eliminate

assembly. For example, care needs

The data elements printed or

the problem of marrying a

to be taken to ensure the chip is

engraved in the document that

printed document to the right

not harmed by processes such as

are most likely to also be stored

data stream if the chip personal-

embossing or hot laminating.

on the chip include:

ization stage was separate.
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Three steps are typically required

and international standardization

To achieve the five-second read

for personalization: first the chip

bodies are trying to find a

target for border control points,

being locked by the transport key

solution and are carrying out

the ICAO has recommended that

must be unlocked; then data is

interoperability tests in an

readers support a data through-

loaded on the chip (in some cases,

attempt to devise readers that

put rate of at least 424kbps.

a file structure is also loaded at

can read a wide range of chips.

Contactless chips inside such

this point); and finally the chip is
locked again.

documents must support at
Readers have to be designed and

least 106kbps (to be compatible

manufactured so that a document

with ISO 14443) but should also

will always be presented in the

support higher rates of up to

eID

correct way to ensure the chip’s

424kbps or even 848kbps so that

demands new types of document

data is read at the first attempt.

they can meet the target of less

readers that can be used in diverse

In the case of ePassports –

than five seconds reading time.

locations including government

where the chip may be stored in

buildings, at border controls

the cover or data page – there is

Essentially both readers and eID

and even next to desktop PCs.

the added complexity of deciding

contactless chips need to comply

They might need to be able to

whether to read the passport

with the ISO14443 standard for

read a magnetic stripe or bar

open at the data page. Taking this

collision detection and manu-

code as well as the contents of the

approach, the Optical Character

facturers need to ensure that

chip. It is essential to ensure that

Recognition-B (OCR-B) line must

collision detection works correctly

readers can read the different

first be optically scanned. Then,

when multiple type A/B eID

types of cross-border travel

a hash calculation of this line

chips are in the field. Proprietary

documents permitted under

enables the reader to access the

approaches are deemed unaccept

international and supranational

chip data.

able because they would intro-

Readers
The

introduction

of

regulations. So it is recommended

duce interoperability problems.

that, if readers need to be able to

Governments must also choose

read contactless chips, nations

readers that can read a document’s

Biometric systems

choose ones capable of reading

information sufficiently quickly.

Biometric systems must also be

chips conforming to both ISO

In the case of border control posts,

integrated into eID schemes.

14443 Type A and Type B in

where a fast throughout is required,

Whether the images or the

combination with a high baud

reading a document should take

templates are stored on the

reading of 848 kbps as well as

about five seconds using Basic

document or on a central database

ICAO requirements.

Access Control (BAC). However,

will be determined by factors

a handheld reader used by a

such as regulations allowing – or

However, coming up with a

police stop and search team, a

prohibiting – the central storage

reader that can read chips from

benefits agency or a hospital

of such data. Another factor

multiple vendors has been far

reception would not necessarily

that might impact on whether

from plain sailing. The industry

need to work so fast.

an image or a template is stored
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is the purpose of the document.

function of several devices and

good way of quickly developing

In a domestic scheme where

their corresponding through-

the expertise needed to implement

international interoperability is

put rates: internal chip speed;

the new technology.

not a requirement it might be

card to reader; and reader to

sufficient to store a template.

host. The internal chip usually

Often the decision will be based

However, in ePassport schemes,

operates at a speed of more than

on the country’s contractual

the ICAO has recommended

500kbps.

obligations with existing security

the use of images rather than

document suppliers and printers.

proprietary templates to ensure

Other considerations

Some elements of document pro-

interoperability between countries

Globally some eID projects will be

duction such as printing might

which are likely to be using different

handled entirely by government-

remain with existing providers,

hardware and matching engines

owned companies, while others

while others might be contracted

to assess passengers.

will be contracted out to the

to those original suppliers or

wider industry, under strict

tendered out to other firms.

From a chip perspective, biometric

control. In other instances, only

data stored on a card is simply

parts of the project, such as the

The decision will also be affected

that – data. The number of

provision of chips/inlays and

by legal and cultural issues within

biometrics stored and the

software, will be outsourced.

a country. For example, some

difference between storing an

governments and citizens may

image or a template only matters

Whether a government opts to

prefer all aspects of ID document

to the extent that it defines the

totally outsource an eID scheme

production to remain in-house with

size of EEPROM required and

or to just contract parts of the

a government-owned state-run

the overall reading time needed.

project will be determined by

printer. Other countries and

whether it has a tradition of

stakeholders may opt for the

Data transfer times also need to

closely

projects

expertise that an outside corpora-

be considered, particularly if the

in-house as well as how much

tion with international knowledge

document is to be used at a border

expertise and experience it has

of security printing and personal

control point where there needs

in running ID and high tech

ization brings.

to be a fast turnaround of

projects.

controlling

passengers. Biometric images are

During integration, potential

relatively large blocks of data (e.g.

Some countries might want to

operational issues need to be

face and fingerprint biometrics

retain complete control over

considered. For example, how

could need as much as 20KB

the process, preferring to keep

will a system used at land borders

of memory and iris biometrics

debate about the introduction

read the data of a group of 20

could require 30KB) and must

of eID behind closed doors.

people travelling in one vehicle?

be transmitted outside of the

Others might invite open discus-

And how should a government

chip. The time it takes to com-

sion and see the hiring of external

official handle exceptions, such

municate a biometric image is a

suppliers and consultants as a

as the benefit claimant whose
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face does not match the image

ePassport) can be reused for

by issuing ePassports because

on the chip, or the voter whose

other schemes, such as a citizen

the technical and office infra-

chip is not functioning?

ID program. In the UK, for

structure for the two would be

example, plans for a national ID

largely the same. Approximately

Introducing an eID system is

card have been built on the back

15% of total costs relate to tech-

not for the faint hearted, so most

of ePassport deployment. Under

nology, while the vast majority

countries are putting their eID

the UK’s Identity Card Act, the

of estimated expenditure covers

documents through rigorous

government must provide an

the people and premises needed

phases of testing. They are also

update on the cost of the scheme

to interview passport and ID

examining how the infrastructure

twice a year. In the October

card applicants to detect and

they are deploying for one

2006 report, it said that 70% of

deter fraudulent applications. 

document type (such as the

the total cost would be incurred
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C r e a t i n g t r u ly
i n t e r op e r abl e
documents

Of particular interest are:

Standardization is pretty much a thankless task. When everything works

n	JTC1/SC37, which

n	JTC1/SC17, which is
responsible for the international
standardization
of cards and personal ID;

seamlessly, nobody considers the many hours of work that have gone into

is responsible for biometric

defining every minute detail of a system, from the size and location of its

standardization.

key components to the technical specifications governing its operation. It
is only when something fails, such as eID documents taking too long to be
read and causing queues to build up at border control, that standards come
under scrutiny. So it is essential that eID documents – such as ePassports

SC17 is divided into a number
of working groups (WGs). The

or citizen cards – work in exactly the same way regardless of whether

ones of interest to those involved

they are being used 10 miles or 1,000 miles from where they were issued.

in eID documents are:

Furthermore, standardization and interoperability enable more firms to be

n	WG1 – Physical characteristics

involved in developing and implementing eID technology. This is a bonus

and test methods for ID cards;

for governments, which can take advantage of the technological advances,
value added services and reduced costs that this sort of competitive
environment breeds.

n	WG3 – Identification
cards –machine-readable travel
documents;
n	WG4 – Integrated circuit cards

All stakeholders need to put

how a particular technology

a high degree of effort into the

can be used for a certain appli-

creation of formal, international

cation worldwide, such as travel

standards. Many standards start

functions, online authentication

off as initiatives formulated by

and card payment standards.

groups or organizations that

with contacts;
n	WG8 – Integrated circuit cards
without contacts;
n	WG9 – Optical memory cards
and devices;
n	WG10 – Motor vehicle driver

want to promote the use of a

The International Organization

license and related documents;

particular technology. These are

for Standardization (ISO) and the

developed into specifications

International Electrotechnical

biometrics to cards and personal

which may go on to become

Commission (IEC) oversee all

identification;

national or even international

activities related to international

standards.

standardization. More than 230

n	WG11 – Application of

n	WG15 – European Citizen Card.

technical committees come under

ISO 7816 is the best-known

There are two types of standards

the umbrella of the ISO and

standard for smart cards and

that are now in use or being

the IEC. The first of these –

applies to contact cards. It

developed. These include technical

Joint Committee 1 (JTC1) –

comprises 10 parts:

standards which cover issues such

establishes IT standards and it has

1. Physical characteristics;

as protocols and coding, and appli-

a number of sub committees

2.	Dimensions and location of

cation standards which govern

(SCs) relevant to eID documents.
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3.	Electronic signals
and transmission protocols;
4.	Inter-industry

type B. Although both chip
types communicate at the same

n	Defines the physical format of
the license;

frequency, the power needed to

n	Adopts the EU license format;

activate and read information

n	Outlines a basic data set (personal

is different. Other differences

details, driving entitlements and

and registration procedure for

include the coding format and the

so on);

application identifiers;

operation of different collision-

commands for interchange;
5.	Numbering system

6.	Inter-industry data elements;

avoidance schemes which govern

7.	Inter-industry

how a system deals with a situation

commands for SCQL;
8.	Security-related
inter-industry commands;

n	Mixes mandatory and optional
data.

when more than one chip is in the

Part 2 provides the standard for

vicinity of a reader requesting

a range of different machine-

data.

readable technologies, and will

9.	Additional inter-industry com

be finalized and published later

mands and security attributes;

Many ISO standards for specific

this year. It includes:

10.	Electronic signals and answers

types of smart card application

n	Contact smart card conforming

to reset for synchronous cards.

have also been created, such as
the following two:

Another standard that is proving

to ISO 7816;
n	Contactless smart card
conforming to ISO 14443;
n	Magnetic stripe conforming

14443, which was first used

ISO 18013 –
Driving license

mainly in the mass transit market,

ISO WG 10 has been developing

n	Optical memory conforming

but is now applied to many

an international driving license

contactless eID applications,

standard since 1999, and has

n	Two-dimensional bar code

including travel documents. This

involved input from 13 member

conforming to ISO 7811-7.

technology uses an embedded

countries. The working group

microcontroller and a magnetic

was originally established to

Part 3 provides standards for

loop antenna that operates at a

discuss replacing international

access

frequency of 13.56MHz. It contains

driving license permits and

and integrity verification and

four parts:

focused on changing the physical

is expected to be published in

1. Physical characteristics;

format of these documents.

2008. This:

2.	Radio frequency power and

However, its remit has evolved

n	Defines access and security

to include harmonization of

protection requirements;

popular in eID documents is ISO

signal interface;
3.	Initialization and anti-collision;

machine-readable technologies, and

4.	Transmission protocol.

access and verification controls.

to ISO 7811-7;
to ISO 11694;

control,

authenticity

n	Covers interoperability with
other readers, such as ePassport
readers;

The standard actually specifies

There are three parts to ISO 18013:

two incompatible communication

Part 1 covers the physical char-

signal interfaces – type A and

acteristics and basic data set and:
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ISO CEN TC 215 –
Health information

I S O 1 8 0 1 3 in t h e rea l w o r l d

ISO CEN TC 215 was established

At the beginning of 2007, Japan adopted ISO 18013 in an effort to combat counter-

in 1998 to establish health, health

feiting, streamline license administration, improve driver convenience and protect

information and communications

driver privacy. It opted to use contactless technology conforming to ISO/IEC 14443-B.

technology standards to ensure
compatibility and interoperability between independent
systems. It now has six working

The chips contain 8KB of memory, which is sufficient for storing a biometric face
photo of the driver conforming to JPEG 2000 and a digital signature. The cards
have a five-year lifespan.

n	Part 1, 6th edition covers

However, much of this document

groups, with WG5, which covers

machine-readable passports

was agreed before the decision

health cards, being of greatest

(MRPs);

was made to standardize on

interest to eID providers.

Beyond the ISO

n	Part 2 provides specifications for

contactless chips for data storage

machine-readable visas (MRVs);

and facial images (optionally

n	Part 3 provides specifications

supported by finger and/or

Beyond the work of the ISO,

for the card formats of a range

iris images) for the biometric

standards and specifications are

of official travel identity

component. Since the introduction

also being established by organ

documents, such as ID cards.

of ePassports, the ICAO says it

izations targeting particular

has become clear that the presence

eID applications. For example,

Doc9303, part 1 has three volumes

of one (or more) contactless

SC7 WG3 has been working in

covering ePassports:

integrated circuits in visa(s)

partnership with the ICAO to

n	Volume 1 – MRPs with

placed within an ePassport may

develop the worldwide standard

additional data space, 2005;

make it difficult to read the data

for contactless chip-based pass-

n	Volume 2 – Specifications

in the ePassport’s integrated

port booklets that support the

for electronically-enabled

circuit. As a result, both the

biometric recognition used in

passports with biometric

New Technologies Working

ePassports. This specification,

identification capability, 2005;

Group

which was set out by the

n	Supplement – A supplement

(NT WG)

and

the

Document Content & Format

Technical Advisory Group on

to Doc9303 part 1, 6th

Working Group (DCFWG)

Machine

edition. This was released

have determined that contactless

Documents (TAG-MRTD), is

in June 2006 as a final

integrated circuits should not

known as ICAO Document

draft and clarifies guidance

be permitted in visas. The

No 9303 (Doc9303), and parts

and specifications covered

NTWG now says that, even

of it are also applicable to other

in part 1.

if a solution to this problem

Readable

Travel

machine-readable travel docu-

is found, the likely ICAO

Doc9303 Part 2 – MRVs

standard method of incorporat-

The third edition of ICAO Doc

ing biometrics in visas will not

The latest version of Doc9303

9303 Part 2 – machine-readable

involve the use of contactless

contains three parts:

visas was published in 2005.

integrated circuits.

ments (MRTDs).
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The working groups say that

The biggest differences between

In addition to the technical and

a new edition of Part 2 will be

the second and third editions of

application standards for secure

published once the NTWG has

Part 3 relate to chip technologies

tokens such as eID cards, ePassports

finalized its policy on storing

and biometrics. Since the publi

and eHealthcards, standards have

and accessing visa data. However,

cation of the second edition in

been created to ensure that mid-

changes need to be made to the

February 2002, the ICAO has

dleware is interoperable as well.

existing edition of Part 2 to

decided that contactless chips

For example, middleware stan-

make it clear that contactless

should be the only globally

dard ISO 24727, known as eCard

integrated circuits in visas are not

interoperable data storage medium,

API, is also relevant to the

permitted and that data storage

and that facial recognition

eID sector. This contains stan-

media and biometrics other than

(optionally supported by finger-

dards for four middleware layers:

face (optionally supported by

print and iris) will be the only

application, identity, authentica-

finger and iris) are not globally

globally interoperable means

tion and terminal.

interoperable.

of

biometric

identification.

Although the second edition

The European dimension

Doc9303 Part 3 –
Travel documents

recognized a larger range of

The EC has also had its say on

data storage and biometric tech

ID documents produced for use

At the ICAO’s TAG-MRTD

nologies, it did not specify how

within the EU. For example,

meeting in Montréal in March

they should be used.

Council Regulation 2252/2004,

2007, the NTWG and DCFWG

of 13 December 2004, provides

provided an update on the latest –

A further amendment in the third

standards for security features

third – edition of Part 3. This

edition covers travel document

and biometrics in passports

covers the two sizes of official

(td) sizes. The dimensions of td1

and travel documents and also

travel document (td1 and td2),

(small official travel document

sets out the regulations cover-

and the new edition has been

using only OCR) and td2 (large

ing the introduction of ePass-

drafted in two volumes. Volume 1

official travel document using

ports in all member states.

covers basic documents utilizing

only OCR) are now identical to

From August 2006 at the latest,

only optical character recognition

those specified in ISO/IEC 7810

all new passports issued in EU

for machine reading. Volume 2

for the ID1 and ID2 documents

member states had to store on

gives the additional specifications

(53.98mm x 85.60mm for ID1 and

a data chip within the travel

for electronically enabled versions

74mm x 105mm for ID2). In practise,

document a digital photograph

of the document utilizing a

this means that document sizes

of the passport holder as well

contactless integrated circuit

have changed by 0.02 millime-

as other personal data, such

for additional data storage, and

tres. However, the tolerances

as full name and date of birth.

supporting biometric identifi-

on minimum and maximum

This data must be protected by

cation using facial recognition

dimensions, which are greater

Basic Access Control (BAC)

optionally supported by finger-

than those specified in ISO/IEC

and Passive Authentication (PA)

print and iris.

7810, have not been changed.

security protocols. In the second
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Project reference

Title

Current status

prEN 15320

Identification card systems – Surface transport applications –
Interoperable Public Transport Application (IOPTA)

Under approval

prEN 14170 rev

Security requirements for signature creation applications

Under development

prEN 14169 rev

Secure Signature-Creation Devices EAL 4+

Under development

prEN 1332-3

Identification card systems – Man-machine interface –
Part 3: Key pads

Under approval

prEN 14890-1

Application Interface for smart cards used as secure
signature creation devices – Part 1: Basic services

Under approval

prEN 14890-2

Application Interface for smart cards used as secure
signature creation devices – Part 2: Additional services

Under approval

prCEN/TS 13987-1

Identification card systems – Interoperable Citizen Services –
User Related Information – Part 1: Definition of User Related
Information and Implementation

Under development

prEN 1332-1

Identification card systems – Human-machine interface
– Part 1: Design principles for the user interface

Under approval

Fig. 6: Status of eID standards being developed by CEN/TC224

stage of 2252/2004, it has also been

It should conform to the ID2

a recording unit, a speed sensor

agreed that ePassports should

format and will be stuck on a visa

and four different tachograph

contain two biometrics and

page of a foreigner’s passport.

smart cards – company cards,

Extended Access Control (EAC).

workshop cards, police control
Regulation 1030/2002 provides

cards and driver cards. Tacho

Because many Europeans use

standards for residence permit

graph recording equipment is

their national ID card for travel

cards for foreigners who stay

subject to ‘type approval’ based

to neighboring countries, the

in the EU for extended periods

on three different types of certi-

EC has also issued minimum

of more than 90 days, such as

fication: security, functional and

security standards for such

students, expatriate workers

interoperability.

documents in recommendation

and tourists. This calls for a

14351/2005. This calls for chip-

chip-based card with biometric

CEN TC 224

based cards containing ID data

data in ID1 format, and is still

The European Committee for

in an ID1 format.

being debated in the European

Standardization (Comité Européen

Parliament.

de Normalisation – CEN) con-

Additional regulations include

tributes to the objectives of the

0269/2006, which covers the

Regulation 2135/1998 sets out

EU and European Economic

Schengen visa for foreigners who

standards for the eTachograph

Area with voluntary technical

stay in Europe for a maximum of

cards used by newly registered

standards that promote free trade,

90 days. This calls for a chip-less

commercial vehicles with a total

the interoperability of networks,

document with biometric data

weight in excess of 3.5 tons and

the exploitation of research

that is security printed and has

buses with more than nine seats.

and development programmes,

a machine-readable zone line.

A digital tachograph consists of

and public procurement. It has
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contributed to work on smart card

Operating systems

by the Java Card Forum (JCF).

standards through Technical

Various operating systems are

JCF members include: Gemalto,

Committee 224 (TC224), which

used in the eID market, including

Giesecke & Devrient, Incard,

deals with machine-readable

MULTOS and Java Card/Global

Infineon Technologies, NXP

cards, related device interfaces

Platform as well as a range of

Semiconductors, Oberthur Card

and operations. TC224 is made

proprietary ones.

Systems, Renesas, Sagem Orga,

up of several working groups

Sermepa, STMicroelectronics,

(WGs), a number of which are of

The MULTOS standard is

Trusted Logic and Visa. Java

interest to the eID community.

supported by the MULTOS con-

Card often comes with an imple-

These include CEN/TC224/WG15,

sortium, which was established

mentation of the GlobalPlatform

which focuses on European citizen

in 1997. MULTOS members

specifications, which are set out by

cards; CEN/TC224/WG16 , which

include blue chip organizations

the GlobalPlatform Consortium

concentrates on application

such as ACI Worldwide, Bell ID,

and cover the lifecycle management

interface for smart cards used

Dai Nippon Printing, Datacard

of the card. In February 2006,

as Secure Signature Creation

Group,

Devices (SSCD); and CEN/

Services,

TC224/WG17,

Discover

Financial

GlobalPlatform and the JCF

Fujitsu,

Gemalto,

announced that they would

Hitachi, Infineon Technologies,

collaborate on v3.0 of the

Keycorp, MasterCard International,

GlobalPlatform Card specification,

NBS Technologies, Oberthur

which is designed to support the

Fig. 10 highlights the current status

Card Systems, Samsung SDS,

next generation Java Card platform

of some of the standards being

StepNexus, Techtrex, Thales,

when it is released by Sun

developed by CEN/TC224 that are

Trüb and UBnics. In 2005, a

Microsystems in 2008.

of interest to the eID world.

holding company, comprising

which

covers

SSCD protection profiles.

Oak Hill Venture Partners, Hitachi,

Biometrics

CEN TS 15480

KeyCorp

Biometric technologies used in eID

CEN Technical Specification 15480,

International,

the

documents are also governed by

‘Identification card systems –

intellectual property rights to

a series of standards and specifi-

European Citizen Card, physical,

MULTOS technology from

cations. ISO Sub Committee 37

electrical and transport protocol

MasterCard International. In

(SC37), which was established

characteristics’, was published

2006, the holding company

in 2002, develops and obtains

in May 2007. Its specifications

re-branded itself as StepNexus.

approval for formal international

and

MasterCard
acquired

cover ID cards, smart cards,

biometric standards. Six working

identification methods, travel

Java Card

groups (WGs) have been established:

and administrative documents,

The Java Card standard, which

n	WG1 – Harmonized

data processing, data security,

was established in 1977, is

and cryptography for eID cards

owned and controlled by Sun

issued in Europe.

Microsystems, but is developed
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n	WG3 – Biometric data
interface formats;
n	WG4 – Profiles for biometric
applications;
n	WG5 – Biometric testing
and reporting;

and standards, including ISO

repository of biometric data.

19784, which is a BioAPI speci-

ISO 19794 is a useful standard

fication; ISO 19785 – Common

for the eID industry because it

Biometric Exchange Framework

provides specifications for dif-

Format (CBEFF); ISO 19794 –

ferent types of biometric:

Biometric

n	WG6 – Cross jurisdictional

Part 5 – Standardization

Data

Interchange

Format; ISO 19795 – Biometric

n	ISO 19794, part 4: Finger image;

testing and reporting; and ISO

n	ISO 19794, part 5: Face image;

24708, a protocol for communica-

n	ISO 19794, part 6: Iris image;

These working groups have

tion between a system supporting

n	ISO 19794, part 7: Dynamic

established a number of projects

a biometric device and a central

and societal aspects.

signature.

T h e E u r o pean C iti z en C ard , fr o m
t h e standard t o t h e pr o d u cts
By Dr. Urs Fawer, product manager, Trüb AG (Switzerland)
We are all familiar with national ID documents which we present at border control or check-in while traveling. Going from
the physical to the electronic world, we would expect that we can also prove our ‘digital identity’ everywhere while traveling
on the Internet. However, this is currently not the case. This will change with the introduction of European Citizen Card (ECC)
documents which will enable us to be identified in the digital and physical worlds, giving us access to governmental and many
other services both within and between EU member states.
Standardization of the European Citizen Card
Some European nations have already introduced a national ID card with integrated chip. We refer to an eID document if these
cards comprise means for electronic identification (e.g., PKI certificates). In general, eID cards contain physical identification
features such as the ones issued in Belgium, Estonia (see box), Finland, Italy, Portugal, Spain, and Sweden. Most of these eID
cards include additional data elements and features such as biometric cardholder data, direct access to governmental services,
health card functionality, and public transportation ticketing. All these eIDs offer services on a national basis. Although some
of these services are used intensively, the usage across borders barely exists since the interoperability between the different
national implementations is very limited.
The basis for an ECC can be found in the EU Directives 1999/93/EC (the community framework for electronic signatures) and
2006/123/EC (services on the internal market). A framework for the travel functionality exists as well; it is described in part 3
of the ICAO 9303 specification on machine readable travel documents. Actually, part 1 of this specification has laid the ground
for the recent deployment of ePassports and related border control infrastructure.
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Part&5 Market
– Standardization
Dynamics

The initiative toward an ECC standard dates back to the eEurope Smart Card Charter established in 2000. Following the kickoff by CEN in 2004, the standardization body has worked on its objective to define a smart card that implements all or part
of the following functionality: cardholder’s identity verification, inter-EU travel document, and provision of logical access to
eGovernment services.
Introduction to the CEN/TS 15480 standard
The ECC standard as defined in the four-part CEN/TS 15480 series covers all layers from the physical level up to the application.
Fig.7 shows all parts of the standard and their relation to the OSI seven layer model.
Standard

Content

CEN/TS 15480-1

ECC physical, electrical and transport protocol characteristics

OSI Layer

CEN/TS 15480-2

ECC logical data structures and card services

5 session

pr CEN/TS 15480-3

ECC interoperability using an application interface (middleware)

6 presentation

pr CEN/TS 15480-4

Recommendations for ECC issuance, operations and use

7 application

1-4 physical to transport

Fig. 7: The four parts of the ECC standard CEN/TS 15480

Part 1 specifies the physical elements of the document including card dimensions, security elements, and printed information
and personalized data fields. The specification allows authorities to implement either a single, dual, or triple interface:
a contact-based conventional or USB interface (ISO/IEC 7816-3 or 7816-12), or, as a third option, a contactless one following
ISO/IEC 14443. In cases where the ECC implements the travel functionality in accordance with ICAO 9303, the contactless
interface is mandatory.
In Part 2, the data structures and commands are defined in order to implement Identity, Authentication, and Signature (IAS)
functionality as well as access control, secure data transmission, and multi-application support.
Part 3 describes the middleware as the linking element between card and client application. The ISO/IEC 24727 standard
(integrated circuit card programming interface) serves as a basis for the ECC middleware definition.
Finally, Part 4 addresses legal and consumer-related aspects and details several use cases.
Parts 1 and 2 were released in 2007. For parts 3 and 4, the work is in progress with the release expected during 2008.
Remarkably, the standard neither provides a mandatory definition for the layout nor for the data interface. The standard intentionally follows a ‘toolbox approach’ whereby the key elements of the ECC solution are specified; yet, quite a few choices are
left open regarding the configuration of the document. Clearly, the middleware plays a key role towards the interoperability of
diverging implementations in different member states.
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Overview & Market Dynamics

From the standard to the products
From a standardization and technical point of view, ECC programs can already be launched by the different member states.
However, political trends, guidelines and decisions are at least as important for the successful introduction of ECC documents
as the standard itself. The toolbox nature of the standard provides an appealing opportunity for the political decision makers
to shape the requirements and harmonize the realization of different ECC programs. Hence, the ECC acceptance level will
generally increase, both with the public as well as with government authorities. Also, potential compatibility and interoperability
issues will much less likely be a concern. The integration of existing eID solutions not fully compatible to the new standard
poses another challenge. These legacy aspects can and must be addressed at the middleware level.
Conclusions
We live today in a heterogeneous world of country specific eID cards. Starting with the standardization work, which will be soon
completed, we are about to enter the real era of European citizen cards. The process can be accelerated through support in
the political arena, and by streamlining and harmonizing the different implementations. Such an ECC-enabled world has a big
value potential for citizens as well as for businesses, governmental and public institutions.

V o ting w it h t h e E st o nian e I D
On March 4, 2007, the world’s first nationwide vote was held with the admission of electronic voting over the Internet. This
historical event took place in Estonia where remote voting was carried out with the national eID.
The Estonian eID with its ICAO-compliant layout implements a travel and identity document
within the Schengen area and – in the electronic domain – provides the functionality
of digital signature and other services in the areas of public transportation, eBanking,
eVoting, national health insurance and drivers licenses. Today, more than 1 million
people have received an eID in Estonia. The document has a validity of 10 years and is
made of fused polycarbonate material. The chip with contact interface contains a
crypto-coprocessor, 32kB of EEPROM, runs on a proprietary operating system, and stores data files and PKI certificates.
Web addresses for organizations involved in eID standards
CEN  www.cen.eu

ICAO  www.mrtd.icao.nt
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M a t c h i n g r i sk
with security

device protecting a highly secure

Although eID documents are issued for a host of reasons such as con-

a high False Rejection Rate (FRR)

venience, speed and citizen empowerment, there is a common thread

and a low False Acceptance Rate

that runs through all these deployments: the need to deliver a robust,

(FAR) because it is preferable for

highly secure solution that cannot be easily compromised. This is a
major challenge that, at the very least, involves ensuring citizen data is
kept private. But there are more serious risks. If a system is compromised, a government could have its credibility damaged, both nationally

government building or airport,
for example, should be set up with

a secure establishment to double
check an innocent person rather
than to mistakenly admit a

and internationally. Even worse, the safety of innocent civilians could

potential terrorist. By contrast, a

be put at risk.

government administrative system

The risks associated with the

that controls tax or voter registratechnology, nothing can be

tion applications may not need

use of contact and contactless

guaranteed to be 100% secure.

such stringent security measures.

smart cards are well understood,

However, a robust system that

Consequently, it may be set up

and today the technologies used

majors on good security will

to provide greater citizen conven

are mature enough for devices to

ensure that the money, time and

ience and so have a high FAR

be considered tamper resistant

effort required to break into it is

and a low FRR.

and able to store and manipulate

not worth the potential reward.

sensitive data.

For example, although biometric

Future proofing

devices are not 100% accurate,

It is important to remember that

Risk assessment

their error rate settings can be

any barrier aimed at defeating

Although progress has been

tweaked to provide levels of security

attacks will weaken over time, as new

made in improving the safety

that match the application they

hacking methods are developed.

of smart card and biometric

are protecting (see Fig. 8). A

Fortunately, however, new security

Thresholding Scores – also known as weights – are used to express the similarity between a pattern and a biometric template.
The higher the score, the higher the similarity between the two. Access to a system is granted only if the score is higher than
a certain threshold.
False Acceptance Rate (FAR) False acceptance refers to the acceptance of an imposter into a system being protected by a
biometric device. The FAR estimates the probability – expressed as a percentage – of a device failing to reject an imposter.
False Rejection Rate (FRR) False rejection involves the rejection of a legitimate user from the system being protected by a
biometric device. The FRR estimates the probability – expressed as a percentage – of a device failing to accept a legitimate user.
Equal Error Rate (EER) The FAR and the FRR will eventually intersect. At this point, the FAR and the FRR will be identical, which
is known as the Equal Error Rate (EER). The EER gives a threshold-independent performance measure. And the lower the EER,
the better the system’s performance.
Fig. 8: Optimizing biometric security levels
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the lock, enabling the security

help ensure system security

Strong security in a
small chip

stays at least one step ahead of

Smart card chips used for eID and

Those implementing a successful

the hackers.

ePassports contain a complete

system will consider an array of

microcomputer. Just a few square

security techniques to ensure it

Behind most eID schemes is

millimeters of a thin silicon slice

is safe from attack. And, because

an IT system which will store

are sufficient to hold a security

security attacks always occur at

and authenticate personal user

controller, including the memories

the weakest point, it is essential

information. Such systems must

as well as special mathematical

that every security component

ensure security in four key

coprocessors for safe data encryp-

used in a scheme is equally robust.

areas:

tion. As the chip needs power to

techniques will also emerge to

measure to be easily bypassed.

function, and as the document

Certification

has to communicate with the

Implementing secure technology

ensures that only legitimate

reader device, a connection to

requires a high degree of assurance

users can access certain data

the outside world is required.

that it works well and provides

or perform specific actions;

With contactless technology, this

sufficiently rigorous levels of

connection is established using a

security. This is best achieved by

ensures that personal or

wire coil sealed in the passport

choosing certified products which

sensitive data is protected

or eID card and connected

have been independently evalu-

from non-legitimate users;

to the chip. Using contactless

ated, such as smart card chips.

n	Secure authentication –

n	Data confidentiality –

n	Data integrity –

communication, no electronic

ensures that data is not

contacts are required. If the

Security evaluation is carried

purposefully changed

document is put on a reader,

out by a number of independent

by non-legitimate users;

the chip will be supplied with

bodies, such as governments.

current by the reader. Only at

In Europe, for example, the

ensures that data is made

that point will it be possible to

Information Technology Security

available to the right person

send and receive data.

Evaluation Criteria (ITSEC)

n	Data availability –

whenever necessary.

standards were developed and

One size does not fit all

agreed by France, Germany, the

These measures are normally

There is a wide variety of security

Netherlands and the UK in 1991.

achieved using different forms

devices and systems on the market,

of security. For example, authent

so effective security systems

The US (TCSEC – Trusted

ication can be carried out using

never rely on a single safety

Computer System Evaluation

a password, a PIN, a biometric

mechanism. After all, there is

Criteria) and Canada (CTCPEC –

or a smart card, while confident

no point in locking the office

Canadian Trusted Computer

iality and integrity can be main-

door with one of the best locks

Product Evaluation Criteria) have

tained through encryption and

on the market, if you then leave

developed different standards.

firewalls.

a window open or the keys in

Since then, the Common Criteria
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security standards (ISO/IEC 15408)

E A L – t h e l e v e l s e x p l ained
The target market and its security profile will determine which security features

have emerged, which bring together
all of these initiatives to create a
globally recognized scheme, which

are included.
EAL1: Functionally tested This level is applicable where some confidence

was first published in 1999.

in correct operation is required, but the threats to security are not viewed as

The security features of IT sys-

serious.
EAL2: Structurally tested This is suitable for circumstances where developers
or users require a low to moderate level of independently assured security in

tems and products are tested
independently to identify logical

the absence of the complete development record. This might be relevant when

vulnerabilities through a process

securing a legacy system.

known as security evaluation. This

EAL3: Methodically tested and checked This is most suited to situations

is carried out by Commercial

where developers or users require a moderate level of independently assured

Evaluation Facilities (CLEF)

security and need a thorough investigation of the Target of Evaluation (TOE) and

against standardized criteria to

its development without substantial re-engineering.

a formalized methodology. The

EAL4: Methodically designed, tested and reviewed This is applicable to

criteria lay down a number of

situations where developers or users require a moderate to high level of inde-

degrees of rigor, known as assurance

pendently assured security in conventional commodity TOEs and are prepared

levels. Certificates are then issued

to incur additional security-specific engineering costs.

by the scheme certification body

Commercial operating systems that provide conventional user-based security are

for products meeting the require-

typically evaluated at EAL4. Operating systems that provide multilevel security

ments for a claimed level of assurance.

are evaluated at a minimum of EAL4.
EAL5: Semi-formally designed and tested EAL5 is suitable where developers

Key features of the certification

or users require a high level of independently assured security in a planned

process include:

development and need a rigorous development approach without incurring the

n	A primary emphasis on the

high costs of specialist security engineering techniques. This is the assurance
level against which smart card hardware (the chip) is frequently tested.
EAL6: Semi-formally verified, designed and tested EAL6 enables developers
to gain high assurance by applying security engineering techniques in a rigorous
development environment to produce a premium TOE for protecting high value
assets against significant risks. It is therefore suited to the development of
security TOEs for use in high risk situations where the value of the protected

technical aspects of
the product being certified;
n	Approvals by the certification
bodies at defined checkpoints
in the evaluation cycle;
n	A detailed assessment of the
scope of the evaluation before

assets justifies the additional costs.
EAL7: Formally verified, designed and tested EAL7 is used in the development
of security TOEs for application in extremely high risk situations and/or where

a security target review;
n	A certification report drafted

the high value of the assets justifies the higher costs. Practical application of

by CLEF which speeds up

EAL7 is currently limited to TOEs with strictly defined security functionality that

confirmation of certification

can be extensively formally analyzed.

when it has completed its
evaluation work;
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n	A demonstration of Common

assigned to a particular product;

Under the certification schemes,

Criteria and ITSEC assurance

the top of the scale represents

any electronic product or system

levels and Protection Profile

a high level of security, the

that claims to have a security

(PP) conformance.

bottom a very low level of

capability can be evaluated. This

Common Criteria certifications

security (see EALs – the levels

can include operating systems,

have a sliding scale that can be

explained).

database management systems,

C o mm o n C riteria –
creating w o r l d w ide tr u st in sec u rit y
Like the Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS), Common Criteria is a security product certification program run by
government. However, while FIPS calls for the cryptographic parts of a product to be carried out to its level of satisfaction,
Common Criteria details a range of security related topics. In other words, it describes a framework in which users can specify
their requirements, vendors can then implement them and/or make claims about the security attributes of their products, and
testing laboratories can evaluate the products to ensure they meet their claims. This enables users to be sure that a product
that achieves a Common Criteria level has been specified, implemented and evaluated in a rigorous and standard manner.
In the smart card arena, any vendor wishing to submit a product such as a chip or an operating system for Common Criteria
certification has to define a Security Target (ST). This comprises:
	A definition of the Target of Evaluation (TOE) – the part of the product that is being evaluated;
	A description of the attack scenarios to be considered when evaluating the TOE;
	A specification of the anti-attack measures implemented in the TOE whose efficiency has to be proven during the evaluation.
Additionally, the ST defines the TOE’s level of assurance. This is known as the Evaluation Assurance Level (EAL), with ratings
running from the lowest level of EAL1 to the highest level of EAL7. Smart card hardware is typically tested against EAL5 and
EAL 5+, with EAL5+ evaluation being built on the Smart Card IC Platform Protection Profile (BSI-PP-0002). To be licensed in
Europe as a chip supplier for ePassports, semiconductor manufacturers must achieve EAL5+ certification.
The ST also grades the effectiveness of the security measures used against each type of threat. These Strength of Function
levels run from Basic (amateur attack) to Medium (professional using mainstream resources) up to High (experts with ‘state
of the art’ resources).
For the user’s convenience and for comparability reasons, generic security targets are pre-defined for certain product classes,
such as smart cards, in the form of Protection Profiles (PP). They define the minimum set of security properties to be considered
in an evaluation.
As smart card-related PPs often do not address the hardware interface, they can feasibly be applied to both contact and
contactless technology. Some protection profiles, on the other hand, explicitly state that the interface can be either contact or
contactless. However, because of the difference between the two technologies, specific PPs that address the unique vulnerabilities of contactless technology could be considered, taking into account recognized threats such as eavesdropping and
denial of service attacks.
The following table shows the relationship between ITSEC and Common Criteria certification levels.
Common Criteria EAL1

EAL2

EAL3

EAL4

EAL5

EAL6

EAL7

ITSEC

E1

E2

E3

E4

E5

E6

---
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firewalls, smart cards and the

own data on the chips if they knew

decrypted

chips at the heart of a smart card

the relevant transport keys.

private key. RSA algorithms

and PKI system.

only

using

the

have a minimum cipher length
The personal data of the document

of 1,024 bits, and their security

High security for eID

holder is introduced uniquely

is based on the difficulty

eID documents such as citizen

during personalization. Once this

and impracticality of factoring

ID cards and ePassports rely

has been completed, the data is

large integers.

on high levels of security.

locked in the chip’s hardware to

Consequently chips used in these

prevent unauthorized alteration.

documents tend to conform to

An alternative to RSA algorithms
is Elliptic Curve Cryptography

Common Criteria EAL5+ (high).

Security algorithms

(ECC). This is based on the algebraic

For example, the security chips used

A key part of a smart card’s security

structure of elliptic curves over

in Germany’s ePassport received

is rooted in the algorithms

finite fields, and works with keys

Common Criteria EAL5+ (high)

used to encrypt the data it stores.

of 160 bits. Its benefit is that a

certification from the Federal Office

Encryption relies on encoding

shorter key (and consequently,

for Security in Information

information in a way that makes

a shorter computational time)

Technology (BSI) after intensive

it difficult to decode without

is needed to obtain the same

tests by independent security

either a key (cipher) or an awful

security strength as RSA.

laboratories.

lot of mathematical muscle. The
longer the length of the cipher

Authentication

Security in transit

(in bits), the more difficult it

eID documents rely on a range

Smart card chip manufacturers

will be to break

of authentication techniques to

pay special attention to ensuring

ensure high levels of security

chips used in eID documents

As well as Data Encryption

are developed, produced, stored

Standard (DES) algorithms,

and introduced to the document

smart cards use PKI systems

Passive authentication

in a secure environment. These

based

algorithms

Passive Authentication (PA) uses

safety measures, such as protecting

(named after its inventors,

a digital signature to authenticate

chips from attack, are subject to

Ronald Rivest, Adi Shamir and

all relevant data stored on a

system security evaluations as

Leonard Adleman). Known

chip and can be used to detect

well as certification. For example,

as asymmetric or public key

manipulated data groups. This

security chips are equipped by

encryption, RSA algorithms

signature is generated during

the manufacturer with ‘transport

use two keys: a public and a

personalization of the chip by

keys’. If a theft takes place while

private one. The public key can

a document signer such as the

chips are being transported from

be known to everyone and is

MRTD producer.

the chip manufacturer to the

used for encrypting messages.

document manufacturer, thieves

However, messages encrypted

To verify data stored on a chip using

would only be able to write their

with the public key can be

PA, the inspection system must:

on

RSA
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for a contactless document

In this case, the information

object from the chip;

to be hacked when data is

printed on the passport was read

n	Retrieve corresponding

being transmitted between the

first and then combined with

document signer certificates

document and the reader, and

additional values to form the

and trusted country signing

then to produce a copy of the

digital key which usually should

Certification Authorities

chip which could transmit the

become known only to the reader

(CA) certificates;

identical data to create a forged

device. But the additional values

or cloned passport chip. As

were built up in a very simple

certificate and the signature of

contactless transmission takes

way in this initial test, so it

the document security object;

place over a distance of just a

was quite easy to simply ‘guess’

few centimeters, for an eaves-

these values. Hackers discovered

data groups and compare

dropping device to work it

this weakness and reported it. A

them with the hash values in

would have to be installed in the

security specialist subsequently

the document security object.

direct vicinity of a document

succeeded in duplicating data

reading machine – and so

from one of these passports using

Active authentication

should be easy to spot. But

its optical and contactless electronic

Active Authentication (AA) is a

it has to be assumed that,

readout procedure. He created a

digital security feature designed

however unlikely it is to occur,

functional copy of a chip with some

to prevent cloning. It relies on a

it is possible to hack this data

basic logic functions. Nevertheless,

public key that is protected by

during transmission.So data

this copy of the chip could be used

PA. The corresponding private

exchanged between a document

only in combinationwith the original

key is stored in secure memory

and a reader is protected

passport – adapting it for use by

and can only be used internally by

by additional countermeasures

another person or even changing the

the document’s chip and cannot

such as encryption. Further

personal data for forgery purposes

be read out. In this way the chip

more, the data integrity is

would make the data invalid, because

can prove it knows the private

checked for attempts at manip-

mathematical integrity check

key through the AA challenge/

ulation, such as identifying

methods had been used.

response mechanism. In this

whether a name or a photo in

protocol the chip digitally signs a

the chip have been changed.

Attack scenarios and
countermeasures

the inspection system. The

However, even when using

Because ePassports and national

inspection system recognizes

encryption methods and key

eID cards provide the key means

that the chip is genuine only if the

management, additional care

of successfully entering or leaving

returned signature is correct.

is necessary. For example, the

a country, accessing entitlements or

first ePassports tested in the

communicating with authorities,

Hacking – fact and fiction

Netherlands in 2006 highlighted

special consideration has to be

Concern has been expressed

weaknesses in the choice of keys

given to possible attacks and

about whether it is possible

for reading the passports.

how they can be avoided.

n	Verify the document signer

n	Compute hash values of read

challenge randomly chosen by
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In the first version of ePass-

B asic A ccess C o ntr o l

ports, the digital facial image of
the document holder has been

Basic Access Control (BAC) uses challenge/response mechanisms based on

stored in the chip and matches

triple DES recommendations. It prevents skimming and eavesdropping via a

the image printed in the pass-

secure communication, but it does not prevent 1:1 copying or replacing the

port. To stop unauthorized indi-

chip with another one.

viduals from accessing the digital
picture via a reader, preventative

as the passport number or the

rest of the required data to cal-

methods have been included in

owner’s date of birth. Usually,

culate the digital key. However,

the document. For example, in

it is possible to obtain this

this would still take a lot of

those countries that store the

information if the passport is

time, making such an approach

facial image on the chip, Basic

opened at least once. And, if

unlikely.

Access Control (BAC) must also

this data is known, the passport

be implemented.

can be read, even if the cover
is

closed.

Nevertheless,

if

Extended Access Control
(EAC)

When BAC is used, the data

unauthorized individuals open

In an attempt to further beef

transmitted between a reader

the passport, they can look at

up security and prevent attacks,

and a passport is encrypted and

the facial picture directly or

Extended Access Control (EAC)

therefore not easily readable. If

copy it. So storing a digital

is rapidly becoming a vital

hackers attempt to tap the data

photo on a chip offers no

component in ePassport solutions,

transmission, they would only

significant additional value to

because it overcomes some of the

receive worthless data. The data

an attacker. An unauthorized

limitations of BAC. For example

would become readable only if

person trying to intercept data

BAC only checks that the

the appropriate digital key was

from passports while in close

inspection system has physical

accessible after the passport was

proximity to them would have

access to the document by

opened, the printed data was

to guess the data printed in

requiring the MRZ to be read

read and the digital key could be

the passports in full, which is

optically. EAC additionally

figured out from this data.

highly unlikely. Realistically, this

checks the inspection system is

scenario would require a hacker

entitled to read sensitive data.

It has been claimed that the chip

to try out all possibilities, which

itself cannot be read unless the

would take a very long time and

According

passport is opened. However,

so be impractical.

Technical

strictly speaking this is incorrect.

to

the

Advisory

ICAO’s
Group

on Machine Readable Travel

The chip can be read only if some

If attackers are solely interested

Documents

of the data printed in the pass-

in a specific individual, and

Singapore

port is already known and the

if they already have extensive

ePassports conforming to ICAO

digital key has been generated

information about this person,

specifications in April 2006.

by using some of this data, such

they may attempt to ‘guess’ the

These contain the images of
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the face and two fingerprints as

technology used in ePassports,

ing their own document readers,

biometric features. The finger

these standards even go as far as

this is only part of the story.

prints are protected by an EAC

specifying how frequencies are

The reality is the software they

scheme, according to Singapore

utilized. As a result, data protection

use is not a secret. It is available

Standard SS 529:2006, Speci

is not based on special frequencies

to

fications for SmartCard ID.

or proprietary transmission devices,

test their products against

EAC is also planned for intro-

but instead on mathematical

specifications.

duction in the EU in 2008

methods such as authentication,

reading all the data from an

when fingerprint templates will

key calculation and encryption.

eID card or an ePassport still

also be stored on newly issued

Although it has been alleged that

requires electronic keys.

ePassports. EAC uses a complex

hackers have succeeded in build-

reader

manufacturers

Nevertheless,

interchange between public and
private key pairs in the micro-

E A C in acti o n

processor and reader. It creates

EAC involves two main stages: chip authentication and terminal authentication.

a highly secure session key

During chip authentication the document from country ‘A’ is presented to a

that enables the personal and

border official in country ‘B’; as a prerequisite, both countries have agreed to

biometric data stored to be

recognize each other’s inspection system certificates. Both the microprocessor

shared only after mutual authen-

in the document and the reader have a public and a private key. A PKI challenge/

tication takes place.

response protocol is then exchanged. If the microprocessor in the document is

Hardware

able to use the session key, it ‘knows’ that the system can be trusted.
In the terminal authentication stage, the terminal must possess an authentic
key pair that has been digitally signed and certified by an issuing authority.

eID and ePassport readers mainly

Once this has been established by the document’s microprocessor, a secure

contain standard components

message session is begun for sharing the holder’s data and thus verifying the

using industry standardized

holder’s identity. These key exchanges ensure the privacy and security of the

protocols for data transmission.

data exchange.

In the case of the contactless
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N e w sec u rit y mec h anisms
and pr o fi l es f o r
t h e E u r o pean C iti z en C ard
By Dr. Gisela Meister, Dr. Henning Daum, Giesecke & Devrient GmbH
Now that the changes to passports have been decided and largely
implemented, it is possible to consider revising national identity documents such as the German identity card. These will allow additional IT
services such as authentication and authorization for eGovernment applications. However, new security mechanisms will have to
be developed for these services and existing ones will need to be
adapted. Since these identity cards are accepted as cross-border
travel documents within the European Union, it is sensible to harmonize these efforts within the European framework.
In the case of the European Citizen Card, this is being done through European specification CEN prTS 15480. Part 1 of
this specification describes the card’s physical properties, while part 2 lays out the logical data structures and card
services. Part 4 combines these into two application profiles: one profile for an ID card with an eID, ICAO and optional
signature application, and a second profile for a simple ESIGN card with optional signature function.
Now that the passport has made the transition from a paper document to an electronic identity card, we can expect that
European identity documents and ID cards will develop in the same direction. Not least because these documents are accepted
as travel documents within Schengen States, it is desirable that the data and applications on these future electronic documents
be designed on an interoperable and compatible smart card as has already happened in the case of passports.
For this reason, European specification CEN prTS 15480 [ECC05] has been developed, which specifies the basic conditions for
a European Citizen Card (ECC). It contains four parts:
	Part 1: Physical, electrical properties and transport protocols;
	Part 2: Logical data structures and card services;
	Part 3: Middleware and interoperability;
	Part 4: Application profiles.
Physically, the specification describes the ID card as a chip card conforming to ISO/IEC 7186-1 and –2 standards for the contact
interface, and to ISO/IEC 14443 for the contactless interface. The usual T=0 or T=1 transport protocols can be used, which
means that connection via USB is already provided for.
In terms of card services, there is a wish on the part of many states to offer their cardholders extra IT functions for electronic
business transactions in addition to simple personal identification for use as a travel document or for proof of residence. The
intention in supporting electronic services for identification, authentication and signature creation (IAS services) is to extend
the transactions that citizens can perform electronically and thereby offer new products to the benefit of citizens, business and
government, for example through eGovernment applications. In addition to the card specification itself, there is also a description
of a middleware which enables the ID card to be used securely online.
The individual card components, including interfaces, transport protocols and services are then combined in the last part of the
specification into logical application profiles for specific purposes.
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IAS services for the ECC
As well as acting as an ordinary ID card, the European Citizen Card can also support extra services for identification, authentication and signature creation (IAS services). These are mainly based on Public Key procedures, overwhelmingly on the RSA
procedures as used by the German eGK health card and the French INES identity card. However, the use of elliptical curves is
gaining ground, which is why the European CEN prEN 14890 standard for secure signature creation [SSCD06] was expanded
in the middle of 2005. This development paid particular attention to compatibility with ECC specification CEN prTS 15480 in
order that IAS services could also be used on the basis of elliptical curves. The main IAS services for the ECC are presented
in the sections below.
Passive Authentication
For the purposes of passive authentication, the document issuer creates a signature from the document data or parts thereof
at the time the ECC is issued. Usually, this uses the less sensitive data in small amounts (e.g. personal details but no biometric
features) as the basis. The integrity of this data can now be verified at any time by checking the signature, which is stored in
a data object on the card (EF.SOD). At the same time, the check establishes that the document was actually created by the
document issuer and thereby passively authenticates it.
However, passive authentication is only useful for data that does not change, since otherwise every change of name or address
would require the signature to be updated, at considerable cost.
Basic Access Control (BAC)
When using a contactless interface, it is necessary to ensure that the card can only be used when and by such terminals that
are approved by the owner. The machine-readable data on the card is therefore captured optically and a key derived from it
which is already known to the card. This key is then used to start a symmetric encryption. The disadvantage here is the limited
entropy of the data used for the key derivation as well as the fact that one and the same key is used for all sessions.
Modular Extended Access Control (mEAC)
As its name implies, Modular Extended Access Control (mEAC) is based on the EAC protocol developed for passports. The same
chip and terminal authentication modules have been adopted, although they are used in a different sequence. There is also
a new module for checking user presence, which is initially executed conditionally. With a contact-based application this can
be done using the normal user verification via PIN, while for contactless communication the PACE procedure comes into play.
Finally, terminal authentication is initiated, at which point the card establishes that it is communicating with an authorized
terminal and not with an attacker.
Now a background system can run a chip authentication
via the existing connection and thereby establish thecard’s
authenticity (see Fig. 9). At the same time, a Diffie-Hellman key
agreement is used to establish strong session keys, which
are used afterwards to set up a trusted channel with secure
messaging.

Fig. 9: Modular Extended Access Control Procedure
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Password Authenticated Connection Establishment (PACE)
This new protocol is offered as a replacement for the aforementioned BAC protocol. It also ensures that only authorized terminals
can communicate with the card. It does this using a PIN, from which a shared secret is derived. The Diffie-Hellman key agreement is
then carried out on this basis. This establishes strong session keys, since the key generation is not based on the entropy of the
authentication data, as is the case with BAC. Furthermore, the temporary nature of the keys ensures that a different key is
agreed for each session.
Signature service
An important basic service is the signature service, which can be integrated in the ECC to create qualified, electronic signatures.
For the current profiles, the plan is to include the signature service on the card, but not to install any certificates or keys along
with it. This can be done subsequently at the user’s request.
Encryption
An Encryption Key Decipherment service is planned for encrypted email communication or encrypted document transfer.
Here the email or document is encrypted with a symmetric procedure and the message key is encrypted using an asymmetric
procedure with the recipient’s public key. The associated secret key is stored on the card, which encrypts the message key after
appropriate authentication, and the key can then be used outside the card to decrypt the email.
ECC application profiles
The interfaces and transport protocols described in part 1 of specification CEN prTS 15480 for the ECC, and the services
described in part 2 are combined into application profiles in part 4. The aim is to specify standard, interoperable cards for defined
applications with security features, interfaces and behavior that are generally the same.
The profiles are defined according to a fixed schema, ensuring on the one hand that they are easily legible and comparable,
and on the other that they contain all the required data and information. The schema structure is specified in part 4 of CEN
prTS 15480.
Two profiles have been included so far in the current draft, with the expectation that others will be added by the time the
specification is adopted.
Profile 1: ID card (eID/ICAO/optional SIG)
This profile describes a card which is used as an identity document. A single contactless interface conforming to ISO/IEC 14443
as mandatory is specified for all applications. The following three applications are envisaged for the card:
	eID: This application implements the electronic identity card. The cardholder’s data (corresponding to the data on current
identity documents) is stored in different data groups. Access to these data groups is controlled in finely granulated layers
by the rights defined in the reader’s certificate. Some data groups can be writable for certain roles: for example, after appropriate
authentication a registration office could update the address, in order that the card does not have to be replaced when a
person moves house. Machine authentication and Secure Messaging must be supported as mandatory for the eID application.
	ICAO: Since ID cards are accepted as travel documents within Schengen States, this profile contains Machine Readable
Travel Documents (MRTD) conforming to ICAO specifications, comparable to the passport. The prescribed card services are
passive authentication, BAC, EAC chip and terminal authentication, plus Secure Messaging for the ICAO application.
	SIG: Optionally a card may contain a signature application, conforming to the CEN prEN 14890 (ESIGN) standard.
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Profile 1 is being developed by the
Deutsches Industrieforum (DIF AG 1,
German Industry Forum) in collaboration with the BSI (German Federal
Office for Security) with the aim
of ensuring compatibility with the
future German identity card.

Fig. 10: Data structure of profile 1

The following card services in particular are envisaged in profile 1:
	Passive Authentication;
	Basic Access Control (BAC);
	Modular Extended Access Control (EAC);
	Password Authenticated Connection Establishment (PACE);
	Secure Messaging;
	Signature Service.
The format for card-verifiable certificates (CV certificates) for the MRTD application has been defined according to TR-03110
[EAC06], while the format for the eID and signature applications has been defined according to prEN 14890 [prEN14890]. In
addition, the profile specifies the structure of the CHAT data object contained in the certificates, which specifies the access
rights connected with the certificate.
Profile 2: ESIGN
This profile describes a card with an
ESIGN application with the option for an
additional functionality for digital
signatures. In contrast to the first
profile, it stipulates a contact-based
interface according to ISO/IEC 7816-3
with the T=1 transport protocol. The
profile is based on the specification
for the German health card (eGK). The
protocols, services and formats used
in profile 2 are largely based on the
Fig. 11: Data structure of profile 2

prEN 14890 [SSCD06] standard.
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The following card services are included in the profile:
	Card Identification by PAN (Primary Account Number);
	User Verification;
	Machine Authentication, Key Transport Protocol according to CEN prEN 14890;
	Secure Messaging;
	Client-Server Authentication: Here the card acts as the cryptographic tool for establishing secure connections,
e.g. between a home computer and a remote server;
	Encryption Key Decipherment Service;
	Signature Service.
Other profiles
The current draft of part 4 of the prTS 15480 currently contains no other profiles. However, the inclusion of other profiles as well
as further development of the already included profiles can be expected before the specification is adopted. Even after it has
been adopted it is planned, that new profiles can still be added to the specification through the CEN TC224 WG 15 working group.
A profile template has been integrated to facilitate the design of new profiles. This also ensures that the profiles all have identical
structures and are therefore easy to read and compare; in addition, anyone creating a profile is provided with help on which
information must be included in a profile.
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the online form. Your publication will be mailed to you
from the next issue.
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